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"Did you perceive the odor of liquor
!on his breath?"

lJC

Daily Maxim
Wild oafs have a few
tares mixed with

them

TO

.

IOTA

SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1913.

INVESTIGATE

cham-pa:;ne.-

CLOSE

IS SILENT

HITCHCOCK CLAI1

man."
The witness said, on being
he made the trip because
of his railroad knowledge of Ohio.
He then was excused.
Attorney Van Benzschoten, for the
read the ueposition of
plaintiff,
Albert Shaw, editor of the American
Review of ReviewB, at New York.
Mr. Shaw became acquainted with
Colonel Rosevelt while the latter was
a police commissioner of New York.
Witness told of frequent meetings
with the plaintiff uirougnout his carer.
Hie observation was that Colonel
Roosevelt was a man of temperate
habits. The deposition as sprinkled
with objections but Mr. Andrews
waived most of these as Mr. Van
Benzschoten came to them. Mr Shaw
described Co'ionel Roosevelt as a man
of great vitality, of great industry
and a eound scheme of life. Mr.
Shaw had observed Colonel Roosevelt

IS

BEING

BACKED

BY

cross-examine-

HIM

Marquette, May 31. George
A. Newett went on the witness

&

stand today and retracted the
alleged1 libel charging Roose-vewith drunkenness. He said
he had been impressed that an
injustice had been done the
Colonel In the publication of
the article and deeply regretted it. The plaintiff then, in
person, asked the judge to instruct the jury to bring in
merely nominal damages.
As instructed, the jury returned a verdict awarding the
plaintiff six cents damages.
ll

Marquette, Mich., May 31. The
examination of witnesses In the libel
suit of Theodore Roosevelt against
with
... George, A. ..Newett proceeded
speed today and it was expected that
by night the direct evidence for the
plaintiff, including depositions, would
be before the jury.
The character of the evidence introduced during the forenoon was unvarying Colonel Roosevelt had always been very abstemious. The
witnesses who testified personally
were Joseph E. Bailess of Sault Ste.
Marie, who testified to having read
the alleged libellous article; Emlen
Roosevelt, a first cousin of the plaintiff; Frank! Tyree and James Sloan,
secret service men, and Willian P.
Shauffele, a railroad man who handled one of the Roosevelt tours in Ohio.
Depositions of Albert Shaw, the editor; George B. Cortelyou, former private secretary to President Roosevelt
and later in his cabinet; Lawrence H.
Roosevelt, whose father is a cousin
of the plaintiff, were read by Attorney Van Benzschoten.
Emlen Roosevelt, cousin of Mr.
Roosevelt, who is probably inore familiar with the life of the former president than any other of the witnesses
libel suit beIn the Roosevelt-Newet-t
hero
testified
today to
ing tried here,
the abstemiousness of the plaintiff.
"What has been your observation
with your cousin?" asked Attorney
Pound for the plaintiff.
"Very intimate. I have been with
him for two weeks at a time; when
we were boys we lived near each other. Later I was with him on hunting
trips."
"What has been pour observation
through your senses of smell and sk'ht
as to whether he was a drinking
man?"
"My observation was that he is not
a drinking man."
"Has ho ever been under the influence of liquor?"
"Never, so far as I observed."
"What has been his hahit In reference to profanity?"
"He does not use It."
"The witness was excused without
William Loeb, collector of customs
of the port of New York, testified he
first met Colonel Roosevelt when the
latter became governor of New York.
"To what extent did he indulge in
intoxicants?"
"He was as temperate as any man
I ever saw."
"What can you say as to his drinking wine on his trips?"
"Occasionally he took a little white
wine, on advice of Dr. Rixey."

CATHOLIC

PARTY

Mexico City, .May 31. No intimation has 'yet been given by Provisional President Huerta as to when he
will issue the decree calling a presidential election.
It is considered
certain that he will not delay long
the formality of issuing an official
call, as both houses of congress have

net

passed a measure fixing October 26
as the date.
General Felix Diaz is the only candidate who has frankly entered his
name for the election, but it is regarded as possible that he will be met by
the oposition of Manuei Candelarlo,
former Mexican ambassador at Washington, and possibly that of Francisco de la Barra, minister of foreign affairs, as the representative of the
Catholic party. The tone of a large
part of the press and the expressions
drinking tea when stronger drlnss of opinion of many peopie, including
were being served to others present. numerous friends of Felix Diaz, inThe next deposition was that of dicate that his popularity has waned
chance of his
GeorgeB. Cortelyou, who was secre- and that there is" little
"
tary of commerce and" labbrm "'the election:"
Roosevelt administration, and later
New Governor for Chihuahua
secretary of the treasury. When
Chihuahua City, Chihuahua, Mex.,
McKInley was assassinated, Mr. Cortelyou became secretary to President May 31. General Samuel R. Mercado,
Roosevelt. At all imes, he said, recently recalled from Parrai, today
he was in close touch with the presi- was appointed military governor of
dent, except on some campaign trips, Chihuahua State. He suceeds GenHe swore that the colonel was a man eral Antonio Rabago, who has been
called to Mexico City.
of abstenious habits.
Colonel Romero, with 1,800 federals,
The next deposition was that of
Lawrence H. Graham a newspaper is marching south in an effort to re
man, who testified to navmg known store rail and wire communication
Co'ionel Roosevelt at Montauk Point along the Mexican Central railroad
after the war in Cuba and later at tne as far as Torreon. In a fight with
White House and Oyster Bay. Line the insurgents under Villa, Herrara
the others, Mr. Graham Considered and Horandez at Saucillo, the governthe plaintiff a man of very abstenui-ou- s ment represents 20 rebels were killed
and several taken prisoners.
habits.
The constitutionalists are concenGeorge M. Roosevelt, a son of a
cousin to. Colonel Roosevelt, testified trated about Santa Rosalia, while the
he had been on riding, driving, walk- government troops today are engaging, swimming and rowing trips with ed in repairing burned bridges at
the plaintiff. On these trips Colonel Conchos. The government column is
Roosevelt invariably refused to take carrying several pieces of heavy
liquor when offered by hosts, the
The insurgent strength is estimate f
witness said.
"1 have sometimes seen Colonel at '1,400 well mounieu, but poorly
Roosevelt take light wineB, but only armed, men with on heavy artillery.
on rare occasions. He never drank
Carrancistas Are Routed
whisky." said the witness.
When George M. Roosevelt's deLaredo, Tex., May 31. Federal
position was ended, court adjourned forces numbering 250 men surprised
nearly 200 Carrancistas at Columbia,
until 2 p. m.
2 miles above Laredo today.
They
poured in upon the rebels a deadly
ANOTHER AVIATOR KILLED
fire from machine guns, ' killing 23
Chicago, May 31. Aviation claimed
and wounding many others.
another victim today when James
Federal forces under command of
a young amateur flyer, was killColonel
Geronimo Vilareal 'left Nuevo
ed by the pverturning of his
when it struck a tree. The accident Laredo last night for Columbia, arriv7 o'clock this morning, before
occurred just outside the flying field ing at
the
rebels
realized the federals were
of the Aero club of Illinois. Colovan
in the vicinity. The rebels soon bewas crushed under the engine.
came demoralized and fled. Twenty
of them crossed the Rio Grande at
Minervas and were arrested by the
A TALLYHO
UPSETS
American patrol.
No
it
Denver, May 31.
fatalities,
was stated, today, are feared as a result of the accident last night, in
NEW AMENDMENT SIGNED
which a tallyho party of 40 persons
Washington, May 31. In the preswas overturned on a steep bank between Denver and Morrison. About 1 5 ence of a notable company, including
of the party received slight injuries, many legislator who had to do with
confined in most cases to scratches its adoption, Secretary Bryan today
signed the formal announcement of
and bruises.
the Seventeenth amendment to the
constitution, providing for the direct
election of senators.
TAFT TO VISIT CAPITAL
31
PresFormer
Washington. May
RUSSIAN OFFICER KILLED
ident Taft has notified Chairman Cul-loSt. Petersburg, May 31. Lieutenant
of the Lincoln Memorial commission he will come to Washington June Ralabuchkin of the Russian army was
9 to attend a meetitv? of the commis- killed today by a fall from ai aerosion. It will be the first, visit of Mr. plane while flying at Peterhof. A pasTaft to Washington since he left the senger with him escaped with a broken arm.
White House.
'
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Col-ov-

SURPLUS IS

ELECTION

'

DRINKS

CITY ED'TION

LOBBY

REGARDING

DRAWING

FUSED STRONGER

LI

Washington, May 31. The senate's
investigation of Jthe numerous and insidious lobby, that President Wilson
charged was tlierateniiig the tariff bill,
OF
will be begun Monday morning at 10:30
o'clock by a committee composed of
Senators Overman, Walsh, Cummins,
Reed and Nelson. ,Mr. Overman will
bts chairman.
,t
The investigation will be conducted
PROVISIONAL
PRESIDENT
OF openly in the public hearing room of POSTMASTER
MAKES
GENERAL
MEXICO APPARENTLY LIKES
the judiciary committee in the senate
PUBLIC A REPORT OF EXAMoffice building, and members of the
HIS POSITION
INATION OF POST SYSTEM
senate will be called In alphabetical
order. Senator Ashurst of Arizona
ONLY
DIAZ IS
A
CANDIDATE thus will be the first witness.
BIO
1911
DEFICIT
IN

"Never."
,'I
Asked about state dinners at the
House, Mr. Loeb said:
TO A White
"I attended those dinners because
they were under my charge. Colonel
"
Roosevelt 'usually drank, a little
'
"How ninny" glasses did he drink?"
"One or two glasses."
THE
FOR
Wiliam P. Shauffele; a railroad ofDJRECT, EVIDENCE
'
ficial
testified that in May 1912 he
COM
BE
PLAINTIFF WILL
started
from N6W York oil a camPLETED BY TONIGHT
paign trip with Colonel Roosevelt.
"How was your car stocked with
DEFENSE liquors?"
HARD
SHOTSJOR
"There was no liquor pn the car."
Witness then told in detail various HIS POPULARITY
IS
WANING,
TODAY'S WITNESSES ARE UNANstops Colonel Roosevelt made while
IS LIKEAND
HE
HOWEVER,
IMOUS IN SAYING COLONEL
touring Ohio. Throughout that trip,
LY NOT TO WIN
IS ABSTEMIOUS
he said, he never saw the Colonel
driiil; beer, wine or whisky.
"In ail of Mr. Roosevelt's speeches
IDE
LA
BARRA
MENTIONED
TEA what can
DRANK
HE
OFTEN
you say as to whether they
were incoherent or peculiar?"
"His speeches were those of a sober MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
ON VARIOUS OCCA- IONS HE REOFFERED

'If
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WILSON PLAYS GOLF
Washington, May 31. President
Wilson played his first game of golf
today in several months. He went to

the Washington

Suburban

CURRENCY LAVAT

Country

THE EXTRA

club, across the Potomac In Virginia,
with Dr. Gary T. Grayson, U. S. N.,
his physician. With the exception of
long walks, it was the first real outdoor exercise that the president has
taken since he. came to the White
House. He had not played golf since PRESIDENT
PASSING
last September at Sea Girt, N. J. The

SESSION

president planned to take a motor
ride in the afternoon or to drop In at
the ball game. He had no engage
SO
ments for the day.

WILSON

FAVORS

LEGISLATION
SOON AS POSSIBLE

SAYS

MR.

AS

TILLMAN

DOUBLE

LAUNCHING CEREMONY INSTEAD OF MAKING A PROFIT
THE SENATOR
SAYS HE HAS
Baltimore, Md., May 31. Two magTHE OFFICE IS SAID TO HAVE
TREATY
BRITISH
AUTHORITY
FROM
THE EXnificent passenger steamers built Dy
LOST
MONEY
ECUTIVE
TO
SO
STATE
the Chesapeake Steamship Company
for service between Baltimore and
18 RENEWED
West Point, Va,, were launched at.
JUGGLED
THE
FIGURES
LOOKS
FOR
DISTURBANCE
noon today from tne shipyards at
Sparrow's Point. The vessels were
named City of Annapolis and City of DEBTS INCURRED IN ONE FISCAL SECRETARY BRYAN AND AMBAS PRESIDENT
SAYS
PROPOSED
SADOR RICE SIGN DOCUMENT
Richmond.
Miss Ursula Harrison,
YEAR WERE NOT CHARGED
LAW WILL OFFSET ARTITO EXIST FIVE YEARS
daughter of Fairfax Harrison, presiUNTIL DUE
FICIAL TARIFF RESULTS
dent of the "Monon" railroad, chris31. Secretary
tened the City of Annapolis and Miss
Washington, May
abhingion, Muy Si.
the Brit
Washington, May 31. Senator TillAnnie Carter Lee, a granddaughter
Bryan and Sir Spring-Rice- ,
of Gen. Robert K. Lee, christened the ueueral uurleson today made puouC ish ambassador, late today signed a man today made public a letter from
lUU iCi.011 Ol :1 telJct'lai iU ObUcULO..
renewal for five years of the general President Wilson, in which the pres-deCitiy of Richmond.
into fiscal atiairs of uie yorfiai ser- arbitration treaty between the United
declared for currency legislathat ddiido loi'iner State and Great Britain, which ex- tion at the present session of convice, uiuii'giiig
fosimauter General iiitcncock s ad- pires by limitation June 4.
gress.
COBB IS HITTING
ministration the service did noi
In that portion of the letter refercome
as was often ;i
ring to currency the president wrote t
but that in litil there actuary
"This is the time to pass currency-legislation- ,
LIKE A DEMON was a delicit of more lhan iju.uuu. If ILL TRY TO SAVE
and 1 thint we are In a
The report cuarges mat 'an apprii-esense bound in loyalty to the counFRISCO
surplus was attained by uujusuli-aultry to pass it so that any attempt to
methods of bookkeping ' and that
create artificial aiBturhaiicea after
IN
BATSMEN
BOTH LEAGUES
the efliciency and morale of the posthe tariff shall have become a law
SWATTING BALL
AS FLIES
tal service were sacrificed to a truth-lessi- NEW YORK BANKING FIRM DE may be offset by a free system of
SHOULD BE SWATTED
SIRES THE RAILWAY RECEIViuforced policy of false econcredit which will make it possible for
ERS DISMISSED
men, big and little, to take care of
Chicago, May 81. American league omy "that a showing of self maintenthemselves in business."
batting stars are hitting their stride. ance might be made. The report
New York, May 31. The members
to that the alleged conditions
Unofficial averages, published today,
show that Cobb in still leading the and complaints .against the service. of the international banking firm of
Mr. Hitchcock, during his adminis- Speyer and ompany, held a confer- DEMURRER FILED
league with an average of .475 for 24
games, and next to him are Jackson tration and in his reports, claimed ence today with New York lawyers
with Frederick
of Cleveland with .438; Speaker of that in the year 1909 a deficiency of who will
00,000 had entire- W. Lehmann of St. Louis as counsel
Boston with .386; Collins, Philadelphia approximately
IN LIBEL CASE
with .373 and Latiie, Cleveland, with ly been eliminated and that in the to determine a plan of action in a
fiscal - year .1911, AUEpluafiLWai;9. fight to bring about the dismissal of
the receivers" aifpoint-e- d Messrs.' Mcpherson and fox
1'ho re- at least one-oMcDonald of Boston leads the Na- than $200,000 was attained.
for the St. Louis and San Franask
indictment be
tional league hitters, his average for port of the "survey" made ac the direction of Mr. Burleson says that at cisco railroad and the substitution of
set aside by court
17 games being .429.
Cravath's sluga man to represent the interests of
ging, which has been a factor in keep- no time has there been a legitimate
Mr. Lehmann is
When the case of Daniel A.
in postal revenues since 1SS.3 the bond holders.
surplus
in
ing Philadelphia
front, ranks next
next
and
week
here
and
and M. L. Fox, respectively
the
that
early
expected
department
postoffice
with .400. Wagner of Pittsburgh fins
soon return to St. Louis where president and editorial writer for the
will
Mr.
Hitchcoca-u:iuer
aduii!..iii;on
ally passed his understudy, Viox,
whose good hitting is keeping him in in 1911 actua'.'y was uuder a deficit the receivers now in charge of the Albuquerque Journal, charged with
n
the game despite Honus' return. Their of more than $70,000. In that connec-nectio- road were appointed, and where it Is criminal libel, was called this mornthe
expected legal poceedlngs will lie be- ing in the district court, Summers
says:
rijc;t
.351
are
345
and
figures
respectively.
Burkhart and Albert T. Rogers, Jr.,
is
out
"It
the
gun
cominitte3
early next week.
by
pointad
Manager Huggins of St. Louis Is fifth,
inan
ames
has
cancelled
for the defendants, filfinancial
the
attorneys
that
Speyer
published
with .344.
of the department states the reven- tended trip to Europe, and will re- ed a demurrer to the indictment.
Base running honors are retained by
ues and the cost if the service on dis- main here to look after the interests The state asked time In which to
Milan of Washington,
the records similar
and therefore incomparable of the holders of the $05,000,000 Fris- look up authorities and this afternoon
showing that lie has stolen 27 bases. bases. Revenues of the
postal ser- co bonds which Speyer and ompany at 2 o'clock was the time set for arNext to him in the American league
vice are almost entirely contained in floated and for whom, it Is said, on gument.
are Bush, Detroit, and Oldring,' PhilaMr. McPherson and Mr. Fox wera
cash, and consequently relate propel behalf of the firm, it. feels a respondelphia. In the National league Her-zoly to the fiscal year for which the sibility. Dispatches from Paris say present when the case was calied.
New York, leads with 14, and his
is made. But, the committee that French investors in the bonds are That they expect to make a hard fight
team mate, Merkle, and Lobert of report
that the receivers to clear themselves of the charge
finds, it has been the practice to very indignant
Philadelphia are next with 12 each.
compare these only with payments should have been appointed without was shown by the fact that they
actually made during the fiscal year, consulting the bondholders of the road, brought their attorney, Mr. Burkhart,
regardless of obligations incurred in and proposed to send representatives legal adviser to Governor McDonald,
that year, but not to be paid until suc- to this country to rollow the reorgani- here from Albuquerque. Jones ami
:rievv of Ma.v
Rogers of this city have had charge
zation proceedings.
ceeding years."
The fact that Speyer and Company of the case since the return of the
first indictment last fall. Mr. Jone3
You
issued a statement saying that they
is out of the city and rfir. Rogers la
were "not consulted" in the appoint'REYNOLDS OPPOSED
in the defense. Herbert W,
ment of the receivers, Doth of whom assisting
is acting as special prosecutor,
Clark
are officials of the road, has brought
to such service
TO TRUSTEE PLAN about what is characterized
in Wall having been appointed
David .1. leahy early this
by
Judge
street as open warfare between the
May's last day finds us
week.
firm and B. F. Yoakum, president of
to
summer.
right up
SAYS HE
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
Court was adjourned immediately
the road, by whom it is predicted that
HAS NOT DECIDED UPON THE
the calling of the libel case, unafter
1
Have you done everything
the coming legal contest will amount
S. P. STOCK SALE
til 2 o'clock this afternoon. No infor apartment, the house and
to
control the
virtually to a fight
dictments were presented by the
garden, the front yard, the
Frisco.
Gen31.
grand jury during the forenoon. It
the
that
May
the
Washington,
Attorney
bungalow
porch,
ia expected the grand jury will make
eral McReynolds today said he had
warm months require?
its final report late this afternoon
not reached a conclusion as to the
Have youanet all your perand be discharged. It is said that a
of the proposed plan for disadequacy
SENATORS DEVOTED
sonal needs and those of your
number of indictments for violations
solution of the Union Pacific merger,
family?
of the school laws will be presented.
by which $12(i,650,000 in Southern PaTO THEIR WORM .When court convened this aftercific stock held by the Union Pacific
Look over the OPTIC'S ad
noon arguments upon the demurrer la
would be sold to the highest bidder,
vertisements. If you feel that
the libel suit were begun. It was
howevbonds.
He
like
summer
declared,
for
city
you
are
ready
you
MEMBERS
OF
the discussion might becomo
thought
alterer, that he was opposed to the
will see some Ihings you .have
IN A HOLIDAY ON TARPUT
The case likely will occupy
lengthy.
would
the
which
native
stock
plan, by
missed.
IFF SCHEDULES
the attention of the court for several
be placed in the hands of trustees, on
If you have not made, your
days if the demurrer is overruled.
the ground that it would place the
plains and purchases you wi'il
Washington, May 31. Senators on
Southern Pacific stock under the conPOLO PLAYER; HURT
find a splendid guide.
grinding'
trol of Union Pacific interests for an the finance
on
L. I., May 31. Dove,
bill
foreswore
the
their
usual
tariff
Meadowbrook,
indefinite
period.
THE OPTIC'9 advertisers are
week-enbacb
Rt
of the Amcricn
raux
and
continued
Milburn,
holidays
making some very interesting
work today. The
work polo team, was seriously injured in
offerings these ;ays apropos
NORWEGIAN SHIP WRECKED
ing on administrative features con practice this afternoon. His hoso wo
of the nearness of the warm
Yarmouth, N. S., May vl. The Nor- sidered the possibility of amending tripped with, the mallet and in th ft
eeason.
clause to take In Milburn was kicked, in the bead.
wegian
ship Freia, which the
went ashore yesterday at Sunday articles on the free list, and worked
And In fact there are many
RECEIVED
Point near here in a 60 mile sale, on a modification of the provision to NEW AMBASSADOR
things of interest every day in
was dashed to pieces during the night. compel foreign manufacturers to show
Puko of
Ixmdon, May 31
TUB OPTIC'S advertisements.
Her valuable cargo of lumber is their books to American customs
governor general of cnr.-la.Reading these ads carefully
strewn for milea along the coast. Cap- agents, beveral cations have pro received the new American aii'.lia.'.-a-do- r.
is a fine habit to acquire.
tain Olson, hi3 wife and the crew tested against it. Neither the honrsc
Walter Tl!ws Pa ire, this
reached shore safely.
nor the senate was in evasion.
v

nt
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TWO

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

tinent by Independence Bay and
"Peary Chanel."
Some doubt still existed as to this,
and other explorers made efforts to
determine the facts. Mr. Koch, of
the Danish expedition, reached Cape

GALLUP

C01I

H0LD11

ANCIENTS TO CELEBRATE
Boston, May 31. All the
famous
military organizations of the United
Slates have been invited by the An
.

IS

BUSY

Loudon. May 31. "The crash of ler and to stay so long as they
11)1)7,
in
up
following
Bridgmon
broken windows in London has been
meanIn
the
explorations.
Peary's
heard across the Atlantic with disasthe Danes, Mylius
A' model of the second Drury Lane time, however,
trous results," reads an appeal lor
Brond-luuworldwide "constitutional agitation" theatre has been sent to America, Erichsen, Hoegh, Hagen and
had
lives
in
lost
to
their
will
trying
where
the
be
Columit
placed in tho
for woman suffrage, issued by
THIRTY-ONINDICTMENTS COME
National Union of Woman's Suffrage bia University museum among the establish the existence or
IN AND IMPORTANT CASES
of
Channel."
the
famous
collection of models illustrat"Peary
Societies. The appeal sets forth that
Einar Mikkelsen also tried to peneARE TRIED
many letters of protest against the ing the history of. tne stage. The
strenuous militancy of the English model Is the work of J. P. Maginnes, trate tho region while he was searchsisterhood have poured into headquar- who recently constructed a represen- ing for the dairies of his head comGallup, N. m., May 31. The regular
tation of the Fortune theater for Col- - patriot Mylius Erichsen, but had not
ters from across the seas.
May, 1S13, term of the district court
sufficient time to attain his goal and which
"The actions of the militants are umbia
convened ou May 19, has thus
narowly escaped death.
It
m
depicts Drury Lane as It was
far been a very busy one. Thirty-on- e
hurting the cause all over the world,"
disnews
The
of
Knud
Rasmussen's
Sheridan, Linely and
is the burden of these protests, ac- 177, when
indictments were returned by the
covery has settled once for all this
cording to the appeal. Most of the Ford became the proprietors of the much debated
grand jury and a number of no bills,
question.
The grand jury was discharged on Sat
protests come from America and the patent. A century before this the
Dominion of Canada from countries theater had been constructed by Sir
urday evening after having spent a
Tangier, Morocco, May 31. Because
and states where women, have already Christopher Wren and a century later
very busy week. Among
the in
a
of
ofto
diplomatic unwillingness
won by patience and tact or where Robert Adams reconstructed the indictments
murrour
were
returned
for
there is now a vigorous campaign terior. The stage in tne model is fend Mohammedan prejudices the der. Of the defendenats arraigned a
Dutch
minister here finds himself the
along peaceable lines under way. set for the screen scene in the
embarrassed guardian and protector number pleaded guilty.
"School for Scandal."
Says the appeal:
Lorenzo Marques, Serafln Gonzales,
of four eunuchs. The eunuchs were
"Letters from officials of suffrage
Abran Gonzales pleaded guilty
and
of
the
household
of
Mouiey
Copenhagen, Denmark;, May 31.
societies from America, Europe and
to larceny of cattle, and were each
Hafid;
but
discontented
his
becoming
discovery that the
our overseas dominions
constantly By
with his treatinenit or them, they sentenced to two years in the penireach the National Union expressing Peary Channel at the northern end
tentiary.
quietly
packed up and left.
the strone belief not only of the harm of Greenland does not exist, Knud
.Tose Fina, pleaded guilty to larceny
leheard
the
Having
that
the
foreign
Danish
young
explorwhich militancy is doing the cause Rasmussen,
were foreign terri- of a quantity of merchandise, and
gation
premises
has
er,
solved
of
a
im
problem
great
in England, but also of Its disastrous
tory, they got into the garden of the sentence was deferred until later in
effects abroad. Those women espec- portance to the geographical world. Dutch
legation, and there, secure by the term.
Besides
the
his
and
this,,
explorer
ially who have already won vhe vote
con- reason of the height .of the walls and
Charles Dickson pleaded guilty to
the
companions
mapped
region
themselves
in the colonies
express
diplomatic inviolability, they asked the crihie of drawing a gun in a
strongly on this question. They won necting Greenland with Perry Land, to see the
minister, before whom they threatening manner, and sentence
their victory by tact and patience and made fresh discoveries of land
the sacred formula which was deferred.
pronounced
which
they baptized Christian X
and by a stern refusal to put themman in Mussulman
obliges
every
Land.
Tom Yazzi and Jack Manning's
selves in the wrong, however great
countries to grant hospitality and
Additional
details
receivbeen
have
the provocation.
brothers, two Navajo Indians, pleaded
to burglary and larceny.
"In respect of methods, with the ed here of the brilliant feats of the protection.
The
Thus the Chevalier de Rappard, the guilty
Danish expedition which has just terdefendants broke into the Gallup
exception of China,' where the moveNetherlands minister, became, acment has been accompanied in one minated a scientific task that has atMercantile company and C. C. Manto the traditions of the Kortracted
since
many
explorers
Nansen, cording
or two instances by acts of militancy
stores and carried away a
ning's
an, the host and protector of these
from Chinese female soldiers, the mil- by crossing the icefields of the inter- four
of merchandise.
quantity
Moors. He had to provide them
itant movement in Great Britain ior of Greenland, proving that only with
Paul
Kissinger
pleaded guilty to
defend
lodging and food and
stands isolated; yet it was inevitaDie, unusual endurance and hardiness
of clothing and dresses from
larceny
them
their
enemies.
against
They
as the New York press affirms, that were required for exploration in those
became by the same rules members a mercantile establishment and his
iho cause in America should eulfer regions.
sentence was deferred.
Knud Rasmussen started on his ex of his household and must serve him
from the outrages perpetrated in the
Manuel
to
of
indicted
the
best
The
several
diptheir
Mares,
ability.
name of woman suffrage by British pedition on July 10, 1910, when he
is placed in a curious quan- times for larceny of horses, pleaded
lomat
embarked
his
with
on
companions
The crash of broken
suffragettes.
and has consulted the Moroc- guilty, and sentence was deferred unw indows In London has been heard the schooner Motor and sailed from dary,
can
the best course til later in the term.
government
accss the Atlantic with disastrous Copenhagen to the Melville coast in for him to take.as toMeanwhile
he is
Black Goat's, son, a Navajo, also
northwestern
Greenland.
r
Rasmussen was particularly well giving shelter to the eunuchs, who pleaded
guilty to breaking into a
fitted for the task he had undertaken. profess a desire to spend their lives warehouse and carrying away a
In his service.
cuantity of merchandise, and was
Critics and enemies of the House He is a native of Grenland, having
sentenced to one year in the peniof Lords seldom view it In the light been born at acob's Harbor in 1879.
of a champion for popular rights, yet His father was a Danisn clergyman,
tentiary.
"LIKE MAGIC"
there is not a discordant note in the who was thoroughly acquainted with New Food Makes Wonderful Changes.
Charles Edmonson, a negro, charged
with assault with intent to kill an ofi,;.;Hc and editorial praise for its de- a number of Eskimo dialects and his
Eskimo,
cision providing for the open court" mother was a
was tried by a jury, and convictWhen a man has suffered from dys ficer,
Knud himself spoke Esitimo from His
in divorce cases.
ed of assault with a deadly weapon,
reThe law, which the Lords, as tne infancy and later studied the Ian.' pepsia so many years that he can't
and remanded for sentence. Edmonfinal court of appeal of the United guage philologlcally bo that he knows member when he had a natural appe- son when orginally apprehended sethen hits on a way out of
Kingdom,
established, settles two it at the present day perhaps better tite, and
cured his release under a writ of hatrouble
he
may be excused for saying
than
other
utmost
the
any
person,
questions of
importance.
beas corpus, but a later indictment
'1
Knud Rasmussen has been through "it acts like magic."
::ey are that divorce and nullity
him was found by the grand
against
When it is a simple, wholesome food
cases must be heard publicly, and out his life intensely interested in
Jury. It appeared from the evidence
one
a
of
number
large
that a person adjudged guilty of con- exploration, and as a youth tinder- - instead of any
that while he was in custody of a depremedies in the form of
tempt of court may appeal the ques- took voyages in Scandinavia, the Fa. of
uty sheriff and on his way to jail
tion of contempt to a hlgner tribunal. roe islands and Iceland, all the time drugs, he ia more than ever likely to while
riding in a buggy, he made a
has
as
a
miracle
sort
of
feel
On both points the Lords overruled making scientific observations
though
attack on the deputy, disarmsavage
When this expedition reached the been performed.
the court of appeals. In the Scott
and shooting at him some
him,
ing
A Chicago man, in the delight of recase, which was one to declare a mar. Greenland coast the explorer estab
three or four times. However, the jury
riage mill, the hearing was secret, lished a station there for the benefit stored digestion, puts it in this way: took the view that the defendant did
"Like magic, fittingly describes the
and Sirs. Scott was afterwards ad- of Uie scattered Eskimo population.
not attempt to kill the officer, or he
relieved
The expedition was equipped with manner in which Grape-Nut- s
judged guilty of contempt for circulwould have accomplished his purpose,
ating a report of the decision among sufficient provision to last six years. me of poor digestion, coated tongue but found him guilty of assault with
and it was part of Rasmussen's plan and loss of appetite, of many years
her friends.
a deadly weapon.
The court of appeals, by a vote of to establish a commercial depot near standing.
The case of the state against Rodol-f"1 tried about every medicine
that
four to two, upheld the right of the Cape York, on the northern side of
Candelaria, charged with larceny of
judge to hold the hearing in camera, Melville Bay, where there is a com was recommended to me, witnout re a
was tried by jury and a verhorse,
s
on
Grape-Nutthe
and also declared that there could he paratively numerous tribe of Polar lief. Then I tried
dict of not guilty returned. hTe deno appeal from a ruling that a per- iukimos, who hitherto had been vir- suggestion of a friend. By the time
fendant explained his possession of the
son was in contempt of court. The tually out of communication with ihe I had finished the fourth package, my
horse satisfactory to the jury, claim1
unthe
revers-to
for
fii'3
bo
njiized world,
Lords went even further than
viae
stomach was all right, and
ing that he was at the request of a
ing the lower courts. They decided ,b;r the auspices r ti Danish Roja! past two months, I have been eatinnj
on whose premises the horse
rancher
Cci
mittee for the
that the questions were of such im.leged j im with a rplish nnvthinir set. before me.
""'
"""
merce
of
to
Greenland.
the
govunable
I
been
had
that
the public
That is something
portance
to find the owner. The rancher corro
ernment should pay all the costs
According to the telegrams receiv- to do previously for years.
borated his statement.
I am stronger than ever and I con
llrs. Scott incurred m fighting the ed from Thornshavn jn the Faroe isThe case of the state against Gio
ce.se before the court of appeals and lands, Rasmussen not only succeeded sider the effects of Grape-Nut- s
on a
charged with the murder of An
Bram,
in
carrying out these plans, but also araaV cfnmnnli 99 something' reallv
the House of Lord3.
on sepiemoer l, imiz, at
l0"
oteiiani,
the
of
second
of
his
courts
which
of
The tendency
program,
part
wonderful.
English
It builds up the entire
late years has been toward secrecy included the ethnographical and eth- body as well as the brain and nerves." Gibson, resulted in a mistrial, the
in divorce cases, and the order ror nological exploration of the practic- Name given by the Postum Co., Bat- jury being unable to agree. The jury,
it was said, stood five for conviction
closed doors was most apt to be ally unknown regions of northern tle Creek, Mich.
of the defendant of the crime of mur
Inmade when parties were or high posi- Greenland. It was Rasmussen's
"There's a reason," and it is extion and thus able to bring influence tention to map Melville Bay, to cros,s plained in the little book, "The Road der in the first degree, and seven for
murder in the second degree," and af
to bear. The recent suit brought by the glaciers of the inland icefielas, to Wrellville," in pkgs.
ter being out a considerable time they
to
of
the Countess
Yarmouth, formerly
explore the "Peary Channel" and
Ever read the above letter? A new
Miss Alice Thaw, for the nullification also Crocker Island, discovered by one appears from time to time. They reported they could not possibly agree,
and the court discharged them. Bram
of her marlage was tried secretly. In Peary in latitude 8a.
are genuine, true, and full of human
and Steffani had been living together
Mr." Freuchen, another Dane, was
other case3 the judges have ordered
interest.
as miners at Gibson, and had a slight
spectators to leave the court at cer- the principal companion of Rasmusquarrel. The defendant Bram, testi
tain stages of the trial and have or- sen in his explorations and on his
dered the reporters not to mention great sledge expedition across tne PASSING OF OLD RACE TRACK fied that Steffani lpoked "meanly" at
New York, May 31. An auction him on the occasion of the
killing, and
parts of the evidence. Witnesses al- Greenland continent, sharing with
of the Morris Park estate, em- that he feared
sale
so have been instructed to mention him the honor of deciding the queshim, aud shot and ran
the historic old race track of away, the officers finding him under a
people who figured in the testimony tion Of the existence of the "Peary bracing
that name, was begun today. The clump of bushes, about a mile away.
.
as
"X."
Channel."
only
the opening The defendant is a
When Peary made his discoveries crowd that gathered for
Under an act of 1887 three classes
Montenegrin, and
or casesi may be heard behind closed at the northern end of Greenland dur of the sale was the first that has seems to be of a weak mind. He Is a
doors.
Those concern the affairs of ing his voyages of 1891 M and 1893 been seen In the gWt clubhouse huge man with a ponderous head, and
since the good old days when racing throughout the trial he smiled and
children who are wards; of lunatics 95, and when tie explo'-eiIndependinstitution in seemed the least interested in the out
and cafs where trade sereu must ence Bay, which stretched from east was an established
is
sale
The
New
York.
expected to come of his case. Mr. Sam Bushman
!,e
ue.:sseL There is also a law to west, he was inclini.l to belUve
as
there are defended
or
week
a
last
longer,
o
that
ord:r
the bay continued farthe." westspot?l-ei .t ,uing Judges to
b!m, and from all accounts
to
lots
of
go under he made a
3,000
- :oui court when chlllron have ward and terminaled its course ii. ihe upwards
very different story out of
and Its the
affair on the witness stand from
to ftive evidence of a certain nature. mpposed "Peary Chunrtl." lie bap- the hammer. The clubhouse
an Investhis statements made before his trial.
But that law specifies that reporters tized the final point of his attain- furnishings, representtlng
will be The
million
a
ment
half
of
dollars,
ment Navy cliff. Las: of mis promof newspapers cannot be excluded.
general opinion is that the debidder and
fendant will wind up In a trip to Las
In the trial of several suffragettes ontory a huge glacier, the "Academy," disposed of to the highest
may be removed by the purchaser or Vegas.
recently judges have ordered all wom- projected into tho sound. ,
as a home.
retained
decision
Eleven aliens renounced their soven from court. The Lords'
During his voyage cf 898 1902
Unreached
make
to
Peary
that
the
impossible.
northern point of
ereigns, and convinced Judge Raynolds
appears
der it, except for the three classes in- Peary land in latitude 83.39, which
Knicker Is she interested In the that thoy were sufficiently enlightened
to join the body politic or the United
cluded in the act ot 1S57, alt hearings was the limit of Greenland proper. He tariff bill?
must be mt't's public. As many sub- and most of the polar explorers wha
Bock er Yes; she says she won't States of America. A number of apjects of the king as the court room folowed him believed Peary Land to marry a man who doesn't pay an m- - plicants were refused, and advised to
v i.l accomodate have the right to en- - be an Island separated from the con- - come tax.
study up.
j
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cient and Honorable Artillery Company o Boston to join in a celebration
of its two hundred and seventy-fiftbirthday anniversary during the four
days of next week. The celebration
will begin with a
parade
Monday
morning and will conclude with a banquet at which the guests will include
many men of national prominence.
The Ancient and Honorable Artillery company is the oldest milltarv
organization in the country. It was
ia 1637 that a few
citizens of Boston
made the first endeavor to
form the
company.
They made an application
to Governor
Winthrop, petitioning
him for his sanction to the
formation
of a military company for
the protection of the Massachusetts
Bay colony.
Governor Winthrop refused
their plea, remarking "how
dangerous
it might be to erect a
standing authority of military men, which might
easily, in time, overthrow the civil
power." After a few months, howev-er- ,
a broader view seemed to be taken by the colonial
government and
the plea was renewed. It was about
a year later March 13, 1638
that the
charter was gTanted which authorized
the organization under the title of
"The Military Company of Massachusetts." A century later the pres
ent title was adopted.
During the revolutionary war so
many members of the company fell in
the field that only 15 were left to respond when in 1876 "Emergency, o"
Public Affairs" called upon them to
maintain law and order. The Mexican
and civil wars also depleted the ranks
of the organization. Since 1717 the
comijny has had its armory and
headquarters in the historic Faneuil
h

x
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Thomson's
"Glove - Fittin g
Corsets
are famous for their adaptability to
any figure. The models for either
slender or stout women are perfect
images of the styles you are taking
from the fashion plates for your new
evening gowns and winter street
dresses. We would like to have you
fit one of these garments before you
purchase. Let us help you select
the model best suited to your figure

hall.

Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you ha e a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give

relief, but effect a prompt and permanent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contains
Chamberlain's
nothing
injurious.
Cough Remedy meets all these re
quirements. It acts on nature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids expectoration,
opens the secretions and restores
to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a world wide sale and
use, and can always be depended
upon. Sold by all dealers.

lines model counts more than you
know.

pure-bloode- d

o

l

i

QUESTION
Optic

CLEARED

Mb

UP.

Readers Can No Longer Doubt
the Evidence.

Again and again we have read of
strangers in "distant towns who have
been cured by this or that medicine.
But East Las Vegas' pertinent question has always been "Has anyone
here in East Las Vegas been cured?"
The word of a stranger living a hundred miles away may be true, but it
cannot have the same weight with us
as the word
of our own citizens,
whom we know and respect, and
whose evidence we can so easily
prove.
O. L. Gregory, 214 Grand avenue,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured at the Center
Block Pharmacy, have been used in
my family with satisfactory results. 1
can cheerfully lecommend this prep
aration as one that lives up to representations."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MilburC, Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
n

Lai

VodasLoadii

Arm
EatabliiKod.

Soutk Sic!? ?!uja

186?.

A man living at Auburn, New York,
had a severe attack of kidney and
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, net wanting to lose time, he
cured himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It is a pleasure to report that
the cure was permanent." His name
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefor and
Red Cross Drug Store.

THIS

INTERESTS EVERY WOMAN
family doctor said recently that
women come to him thinking that
they have female trouble, but when
he treats them for their kidneys and
A

bladder they soon recover. This is
worth knowing and also that Foley
Kifir-ePi'tls are the best and safest
medicine at such times. They are
tonic in action, quick In results. They
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Re4

Cross D-Stor.
Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he CHICHESTER S PILLS
I.UUKH1 aii your lriiiflit for A
applied to his arm and on the next
"'r'9 IMttmond
!.
Mil in Ki d ouel l.uld Tlran!A
morning the rheumatism was gone."
nietaUicVyr
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
I ilUa nn oilier. Itnv of
V
will find nothing better than ChamnrcssM. Ak rnK'III.rilKK.TRB 9.
berlain's Liniment. Sold by ail deal.
years known :is ;;st.
st. Alwavs Kliabl
ers.
SOin BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
ug
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and Shooiin world

come
which
from
winning rifle
matches, however.
Shooting is particularly rich in the elements of discipline. Marksmen are held together
in smali units .under monitors and
coaches, and learn to obey, to accept
technical decisions in close scores,
to be cheerful in defeat, and to ban-isbelief in "luck" and "fate."
An authority with wide experience
in the supervision of rifle shooting
among school boys puts, the matter
thus:
"Your shooter becomes a delicate
galvanometer, and he must learn
at all times; for in shooting,
of an sports, 'there U nothing hidden
Towhich should not bb revealed.'
bacco, impure thinking, excesses and
mistakes in diet and sleep, are recognizable foes, and the boys of the
shooting squad will gradually come to
understand the reasons for their
avoidance in life far more clearly
than the boys s'tting under the arbitrary hygenic dicta of the lecture-room- .
Our young shooters will be
citizens of tomorrow, and there will
be larger opportuniti s to apply these
'lessons in devotion to business, sac
rifices at home, and patriotism for
'
.
country."

PULPIT

FADS AND
FASHIONS

AND

-

--

THRf

MAY 31, 1913.

Choir Loft

How to Avoid Thote Paint and Diatreaa
Which o Many
Have Suffered

Mhr.
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The Rifle Club of Everytown
jover all countries, as it did last year
Here are some facts about a group the Olympic games In Sweden, or goes
of young men In Everytown, which is across the border and carries off the
a little New England factory place, Canadian trophy, or outshoots everv-bu- t
matth
might be anywhere in the United body else at the
,

in

States.
This town is doubtless much like
your own, and so you have the pame
sort of material right at home.
There must be about two dozen of
these young fellows, and they all have
at the Everytown tool
jobs down
works, Ages 18 to 23, or maybe 24.
Too old to run with a gang. Not quite
eld enough to be married and settled.
A little too serious to go around with
the girls.

Argentine.

seif-conti-

that there is today a
healthy, growing national interest in
rifle shooting? Four thousand lads in
the New York "high schools are now
shooting under an enthusiastic In
structor.
The interest is really international.
Great Britain has more ttiati four thousand rifle clubs, with maybe half a
million members.
What was that statement about rifle
shooting as a factor ,in character bui'ld
Serious?
fellows
pre
ing?
These
young
Why, yes.
TO VISIT CANADA
n
Looks like an odd combination
ai COMMISSION
busy nine hours a day, six days
N. S. W., May 31 The
Sydney,
wor
first
overtime
sight.
considerable
week, with
Few persons see the connection at members of the dominions royal comin winter. If you Baw them at hard,
mission of Great Britain, who have
once.
dirty jobs of grinding and machining
When Mrs. Smith first hears trat been inquiring into the commercial
and assembling parts, you might thif.U
inher boy Johnny has joined a rifle club resources and possibilities of Austral
the work called for little skill or
on the Bteamship Ventura
and
and Is learning to shoot, she usually ia, sailed
is
exacting,
it
telligence.- But
for
San Francisco, en route
today
pretty well paid,- nevertheless, for jumps to the conclusion that he is in to Canada and
England. Sir Edgar
are
either
of
worked
danger
shooting himself or Vincent is
those greasy, dusty parts
the chairman of the comto
or
thousandth
so'niebody
the
shot
the
else,
being
by
down and calibrated
mission.
Other men of note in tne
of an inch. All this "efficiency" busi- gun that wasn't loaded. Every news
are Sir Alfred Bateman, for 40
party
of
has
accounts
accidents
due
of
work, yo:i paper
ness started at that kind
years a member of the British Board
know. These young fellow are the to guns and revolvers.
of Trade; Sir Rider Haggard, the well
But the case for rifle shooting Is
pick of the tool works in their way,
known author and authority on agriread the American Machinist, foll v strong and sensible.
cultural questions, and Sir Joseph
the technique of their trade and want; Who is hurt in firearm accidents, as Ward, former
premier of New Zearule? Watch the reports yourself,
to qualify for supervision and owner-'land.
Hn'l 'm wi'l see that it is the ca;e- ship.
anu ice mtnstructea,
Yes thev are serious, ana it ai-- .
FOR ALABAMA SENATORSHIP
Min. Smith
f!l not allow Jolmn
t
fects their amusements.
Ala., May 31. The
Montgomery,
Not a great deal of good amusement have a gun and learn how to use iind
week will see the beginning
coming
ir that section of Everytown. Saloons, respect it. 'o:v ny ten go camping of Congressman Richmond P.
pay dances, pool, billiards, cards, thea- with other boyi, however. Out in the
active campaign for the seat of
ters and moving pictures. About the woods, all the surroundings suygest a United States Senator Joseph F.
only organized sports are baseball and gun to healthy hoys. Somebody sneaks Johnston, whose successor is to be
iln a cheap rifle or revolver. Nobody
bowling.
selected at the next primary election
Most of the people down there and knows how to handle it. Ther may in Alabama. Mr. Hobson
plans a
speech-makinespecially the other young people find be an accident.
tour lasting several
Matches, edged tools, photographic weeks and
the saloons, theaters and dances sufficovering the fentire state.
chemicals, boats, motorcycles horses. Outward and visible signs ;.re already
cient for their needs.
But these lads are thinkers. In their electric current nd many other things abundant that the senatorship fight
will be one of the most spirited Alaway they have sized up the star's handled by boys are dangerous is
of the town, and decided used.
bama has seen in years
Senator
that there isn't good value for time But organized shooting is safe.
Johnston will be a candidate for reThe boy or man who takes up rifle election, though the state of his
and money in drinking, dancing or
So they have looked around practice systematiclly, with safe arms health may limit his campaign activshowB.
for something more to their own taste, and ammunition, under proper instruc- ities. Formal announcement of the
and the result is the Rifle Club c: tion, is following a sport that is stndv, candidacy of Congressman Clayton or
and a study that is sport.
Its ele- Congressman Underwood, and possiEverytown.
ments
of
Indcor
aro
character
club's
the
for
very bly both of them, is expected at an
building
Space required
1
range is not great. Ten feet wldo an definite.
early date.
Here is a summary of the good
DO feet
long Is enough.
Cost is not high one hundred and points of rifle practice, written by a
ELECTION IN PORTLAND
Portland, Ore., May 31. A strenufifty dollars will put in a fine range. New York high school boy.
Rifle shooting develops us physical ous political campaign closed today,
But the strongest point of all is that
rifle shooting under the direction of a ly. First, it trains the eye, which It preliminary to Monday's election, the
competent instructor, and linked with an important factor in our physical first to be held in Portland under the
competitve advantages, Is an Irresist- welfare. It strengthens the muscles of commission plan of municipal governible attraction for all sorts of boys the arms. This is evident from the ment Four comissioners, one mayor
and youths and men up to middle age. fact that the rifleman must hold a gun and one auditor are to be elected.
Rifle shooting appeals to these weighing several .pounds
at arm s Ninety candidates are contesting for
young fellows. It calls for judgment length for comparatively long stretch the six offices.
and steady nerves. A rifle is an In- es of the time. Lastly, it is healthful
strument of precision, and .even a in that it takes us out of doors.
Its power as a mental developer is
small caliber1 bullet, fired on a miniature range, offers problems in ballis- easily seen. It takes a great deal of
practice all year around. This detics.
When a young man begins shooting, velops will power, determination and
he stops drinking and the use of tobac- sticktoitivehess. Many are the match
co, usually, because he wants his eye- es where victory or defeat depends
sight and nerves and muscles in the. on the man shooting. There Id more
best possible shape. He learns to bf individual work in this sport than in Could Hardly Care for Chil
very careful with a gun, loaded or un- any other. In baseball or football It
dren
Finds Health in
One man
loaded. He follows rifle matches with is teamwork that counts.
Is may have an off day and not make
keen interest. His patarlotism
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegaroused when the American team win? much difference to the team, but this
etable Compound.
is not true In shooting. Riflo practice develops responsibility. The rifleGAVE UP
man can have few bad habits, for he
Bovina Center, N.Y. " For six years
is in practice all the year around. He I have not had as good health as I have
now.
can neither smoke nor drink, and
i was very
ALL
young when my first
must keep regular hours.
baby was born and
In New York rifle shooting has been
my health was very
bad after that I
Physicians Failed To Help Mrs. taken up by the "high school 'boys as
a sport for the; 'last six yearsc, and has
was not regular and
Green, But She Finally Found
I had pains in my
proved a success. Not an accident
Relief in Cardui.
back and- was so
has happened. At the last sportsman's
poorly that I couli
show 38,000 rounds of
ammunition
hardly take care of
Could
Meetze, Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of this were fired without accident.
my two children. I
place, says: "I suffered with womanly there be a better record? Then there
doctored with sevtroubles so that I could hardly sit up, is the
eral doctors but got
gun. This gun gives
Two of the best doctors in our town
treated me, and I tried different medi- the same practice as a real rifle, but no better. They told me there was no
cines, until I gave up all hope of ever is a mechanical device which uses no help without an operation. I have used
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comgetting well.
One day, I decided to try some Car ammunition, yet registers your shot pound and it has helped me wonderfully.
dul. It did bo much for me that I perfectly by electricity or mechanical- I do most of my own work now and take
ordered eome mors, and it cured me! ly.
care of my children. I recommend your
Today, I feel as well as I ever did in
remedies to all suffering women."
not
Rifle
call
does
for
physhooting
my life.
Mrs. Willard A. Graham, Care of
The pains and the trouble are all sical strength or prowess, like athletic
N.Y.
gone. I feel like another person In sports. But it does demand mental Elsworth Tuttle, Bovina Center,
ComE.
every way. I wish every sufferer could
Pinkham's
Lydia
Vegetable
know what Cardui will do for sick and physical control in marked degree pound, made from native root3 and
women."
and develops these qualities.
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful
A few doses of Cardui at the right
It is an individual sport, which a drugs, and today holds the record of
will
save
time,
many a big doctor bill,
boy or man may follow alone, at mod- being the most, successful remedy we
by preventing serious sickness.
such
tones
It
up the nervous system, and erate expense, up to a certain point. know for woman's ills. If you need
?
helps make pale cheek3 fresh and rosy.
Give a boy or man a good rifle, un- a medicine why don't you try it
Thousands of weak women have been
and1 free use of
If yon have the slightest doubt
restored to health and happiness by limited ammunition
as he becomes that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetasoon
As
a
fine
Cardui.
It.
range.
Suppose you try
using
ble
will help vou,vrite
It may be Just the medicine you need. skillful in marksmanship ha will look to Compound
Co.
Lydia lO.Pinkham Medicine adto
shoot
0itt-vooLadles'
N. B. Write tot
around for competitors
(confidential) Lyon.Mass., for
Advisory Dept..
Medicine Co., ChatMnooea. Term., for Special
vice. Your letter will be opened,
book. 'Home Trcntmeol
against.
Instructions, nd64-pr- e
read
and answered by a woman,
t
tm wemtm,"
!! mnsier, on reawctt.
Benefits are far greater than those and held in strict confidence.
Do you know

4
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New York, May 31. It was to oe embroidered waists presuppose a back
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
that the abandoning of clising, and most of the waists this
expected
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle,
strict rules governing the details of year are made with a front closing.
pastor.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass style of cut, ornamentation, etc., in The problem which confronts the
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English women's fashions would first lead to woman who buys two or three stampand Spanish at 3 P- m., in Spanish at displays of originality and eventually ed shirt waist patterns for pick-u3:30 p. m. Rosary ana benediction to absurd and sensational extremes. embroidery in the warm weather is
how to make a front closing right
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. Ever since the coming into fashion
of
hobble
the
have
skirt
gone through the center of the embroidery
things
m.
from
to
now
bad
worse
design. Sometimes the pattern will
the
and
point
Sunday school for English speak
has been reached when an exhibition be so open and loose that it will not
and
children
Spanish speaking
ing
of the latest models by the noted be difficult to cut the waist from top
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
fashion designers of Paris and other to bottom either in the center front
centers reminds one of noth- or else on the left side for a closing
fashion
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORso
much
as of an exhibition of there. Many of the prettiest of the
ing
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
new waists have side closings which
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun Cubist "art."
run either straight up or down or
One
is
the
notions
of
freak
latest
day excepted. Second mass 8.30;
sermon in English, hymns rendered the adoption of the Japanese silhou- diagonally from shoulder to waist
An applied hem of the material of
ette as interpreted by the western
by the children under the direction
the
waist can be put on for the button
a
of
short
fashions.
originators
Only
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third masB
holes and a facing or underlap can
at 10:30 a., m., sermon in Spanish. time ago one of the best known imbe made for the buttons. The hem
From 3 to i Sunday school. At 4 porters displayed a model which was
so completely apanese that it caus- can be in the form of a narrow, stitchof
the
Benediction
Blessed Sacra
ed box pleat. An applied hem can alment. At the New Mexico Hospital ed those who saw it to gasp with asthe' so be made of contrasting material.
in
tonishment.
was
costume
The
mass
for the Insane,
.very fourth
new taffeta, which is quite unlike If the waist Is stamped and embroidSunday by the pastor.
the old material. One occasionally ered on white voile, plalded. striped
sees on the street a woman wearing or figured voile can be used for the
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
hem and for turnovers on collars ani
National avenue and Eighth street, a dress of changeable taffeta of the
if long sleeves and high colwas
seasons
cuffs,
kind
few
a
that
popular
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector.
sur- lar are used, or frills about the flat,
Second Sunday after Trinity, June ago. It is excessively brilliant of
face, while the new weaves of the turnback collar and at the ends of
1, 1913.
fabric
have a curious filmy sheen, al- the sleeves.
Holy communion, 7:30.
the soft bloom on a plum.
most
like
Ruffling sugests itself as a form of
Sunday school, 9:45.
for the meeting place of
model
to
The
referred
covering
Japanese
Morning prayer and sermon, 11:00.
was in light green taffeta. It had a the embroidery when the pattern canOrder of service at 11'o'clock:
set-ohem of the same material and not be neatly cut and must simply
Processional Hymn 491,
"The
the
"obi" or broad sash be slashed regardless of matching
regular
Church's one Foundation." (Wesley).
which the apanese woman
wears leaves and flowers and stems or cirCommunion office in E flat, (Newton
around her waist and ties in an im- cles, squares and twirls. Fastened
Nevin.)
mense butterfly bow m me back. The under a narrow box pleat opening
of Unending
Hymn 502, "Holu
material stood away from the back and turning away from it ruffling of
Life," (Nageli.)
of the neck quite stiffly.
The only any width can be used. If it is used
Sermon.
was
embroidery of green on the front of the waist it forms
Lord." trimming
Hymn 219, "Hear O My
and silvery gray floss silk in a Japan- also a good finish for the sleeves.
( Dearie.)
There is some difficulty in making
ese arrangement of squares. NaturPresentation, Chai-.- t Humphries.
this frankly Japanese costume Is long sleeves which look really well.
ally
Gloria in Excelsis, Old Chant.
another of the extremes that are con- Those made by the best dressmakers
Recessional 450, "All Hail the Powstantly submitted to public inspec- are often somewhat baggy about the
er, "(Holden.)
tion. But fashion designers only too wrists, so the home seamstress need
This church is open daily for prito make hers wrinkleless.
often
the not
p

Tt is a pity mnre women do not know ol
Mutlipr'8 Friend. H'rc in a remedy tlmt wiTteri
the muHcles, enables tlieni to expand without
and enables
any Htraln upon the liKtinientK
women to go through maternity without pain,
niniKea, morning ulcknesa or any of the dreadeil
symplnms bo familiar to mauy mothern.
There is no foolish diet to harass the mfntf.
The thouplita do not dwell upon pain and suffering, for all sura are avoided. Thousands nC
themselves
to the
women no lontwr
resign
thought that Bicknesa and distress are natural.
the
in
Mother's
Friend
know
for.
better,
They
liave found a wonderful, penetrating remedy to)
banish ail those dreaded exiierienees.
It is a subject every womrm should lie faral- liar with, and even though slie may not requlra
fuich a remedy, she will now and then meet:
mother to whom a word in
pome prospective
time about Mother's Friend wilt eome as a wonThis famous remedy is eoM
derful blessing.
1.0o a bottlt
by all druggists, and la only
use only, and is really worth
It Is for external
to Hie Brad-fiel- d
Write
Its weiaht in gold.
Regulator Co.. 127 Lamar ISlUg., Atlanta,
book.
o
valuable
for
most,
ia.,
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vate prayer and meditation.
CHRISTIAN

TABERNACLE
Corner Eighth and Main.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m. '
Preaching and Communion services
11 a. m.
Christian Endeavor 6:45 P. m.
Preaching Service 8:00 p. m.
Rev. J. L. Imhof will preach both
morning and evening, and as business
of importance will come up after the

morning services, all members are
urged to be present
A cordial invitation is extended to
all friends to be present at all of the
'
above services.
FIRST

M.

E.

CHURCH

Cor

Eighth and National avenue. Rev. K
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend divine services at this
church.
h

Intentionally overshoot
mark which they mean shall be their
final aim. They know that the winds
of popular prejudice and the resistance of the average feminine conservatism will make these exaggerated'
flights land eventually at some reasonable point.
It is safe to predict ,that in the mat
ter of the new figure comparative
few women will go to an ugly extreme. Of course, there are always
women, vulgar in their tastes and
eager for something sensational, no
matter how inartistic and improper
it may be, who will espouse anything
freakish and absurd merely for the
sake of attracting attent on and gaining notoriety. But the bulk of the
women, even among those who devote
a great deal of their time, thougtit
and money to fashion matters, are to
a great extent conservative and not
easily persuaded to adopt outre fash-

try
They can end in frills or end In a
little shined ruffle which is cut with
the sleeve and shirred la at the
wrist with a narrow smoking stitch.
If the sleeve is plain and comes down
to the hand, it can be ended' off with
picot edge or Irish lace sewed on by
hand.
Most of the new waists are made
with a suggestion of color about them.
This color can be introduced with
email glass or china buttons used as
trimmings, as well .as for the closing.
They can be applied to the cuffs In
a row from the bottom and at the
corners of the flat collar.
As to belts it Is a good policy not
to attach the belt permanently, lor
fashions In regard to belts and the
waistline change very frequently and
it is much easier to adjust matters if
the belt is not permanently fastened.

ions.
New girdles and sashes appear as
by magic every few days, and some
of them are fearful and wrnderful in
deed. Others will be unobjectionable
if they are discreetly reserved for
wear with white and cream summer
frocks. Of these are the new pongee
sashes In Cubist designs and colors.
They come from ten to eighteen
inches In width and look more like
The ends are
crepe than pongee.
gathered in tassels made of the col
ors shown In the printed patterns.
Shoes and hosiery become more

Health a Factor In Success.
The largest factor contributing to
a man's success is undoubtedly health.
It has been observed that a man Is
seldom sick when his bowels are regular he Is never well when they are
constipated. For constipation you
will find nothing quite so good as
not
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
only move the bowels but improve
the appetite and strengthen the digestion.
They ar sold by all dealers

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas avenue and Tenth street Morning worship and sermon at 11 o'clock.
Bible study and Sundar school session at 9:45 . m. Society of Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
The church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers
and more striking; and such variety
and sojourners in the city especially
and novelty were never orn to blush
'
welcomed.
unseen, either. French fashion creat
ors may Issue edicts against slashed
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
skirts until they are tired; with these
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
of footwear
tempting specimens'
Green, Pastor.
before them, many Ameriput
spread
m.
a.
9:45
o'clock,
Sunday school,
can women will snap their fingers at
Morning service with sermon, 11:30 the edicts from Paris and will de"The Divinity of
o'clock.
Subject:
mand a chance to display the new
Christ."
finery.
B. T. P. V., 1 o'clock p. m.
the shoes are really
Many of
Evening service with, sermon, 8
and
they will be especially
charming,
o'clock. Subject: 'For Other's Sake."
so with summer frocks.
There is
The public is cordially invited to
in a coloressentially
vulgar
nothing,
these
services.
of
attend any
ed heel. On the contrary, when it is
a component part of the color scheme
CHURCH
BOPTIST
SHILOH
of a costume, It forms an attractive
Corner Columbia and Railroad avenote.
The combination of different
nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor; fabrics with leather In some of the low
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. va., by shoes has also
produced many really 1
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a.
and attactlve effects as well
good
wel3
m.
are
All
U.,
p.
m.; B. Y. P
as many extemely bad ones.
come to attend these services.
Novelties in hosiery are to be adwith much more caution thin
opted
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
those in shoes this season. And cermornRegular services every Sunday
are not to be worn totainly the-twing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
the
when
"novelty" is In the
gether
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall. least conspicuous. If the shoes are
plain, one may permit one's self a
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
departure from the absolutely plain
BROMO
TakH LAXATIVE
silk stockings, although most women
Druggists refund money If It of good taste will confine themselves
E. W
GROVE'S s1g to the changeable effects, to woven h
fails to cure.
25c.
box.
each
nature is mi
stripes In a plain color, or at most
to the lace stripe when worn with a
to
St.
Louis
are
have
lingerie frock.
Policemen in
Most of the stamped patterns for
an eight-hou- r
day.
'

sue

Qulnint-Tablets-

.

t

5Uc.

PENITENTIARY
SUPPLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' supplies for the State Peniter.tiary will
be leceived until 9 o'clock a. m. Tuesday, June 10th, 1913. Supplies consist of groceries, meats, clothing,
leather, etc. A list of these supplies
with conditions and blank proposals
will be furnished upon application to
the Superintendent.
By orJer of the Board of Penitentiary Commissioners.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Superintendent
Dated: May 31st, 1913.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
BIDS FOR

ALLEN'S

1

FOOTEASE

The Antisepticpowder shaken Into
the shoes I tie Miiodara Kenfor a quarter
nedy lor the
century. 30.000 testimonials. Sold
everywhere, 25c. sample r kNp. v..
Address. Allen S. Olmsted. I,e Roy, V.
I

I
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Man who put the
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ALL

POINTS

IN COLORADO

4m'.-

tuslj

li
H

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(P.iAliln

Q11 Oft

Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60

I

o

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cute
any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or Protrdin? Piles in 6 to 14 days.

,

i

WEDDING

I

Stockbridge, Mass., May 31. St.
Paul's Church was the scene of a
brilliant wedding at noon today, when
Miss Nora lasigi, daugnter of Mrs.
Oscar lasigi Of Boston, became the
bride of William Marshall Bullitt of
Louisville.
Mr. Bullitt is a former
solicitor general of the United States.
The marriage ceremony was performed by Rev. Thomas Yardley, assisted
by Rev. J. P. Franks. The bride had
no attendants. Mr. Bullitt's best man
was Henry du Pont of Washington
The ushers were
and Delaware.
Messrs. Ross Todd, Scott Bullitt and
G. Culbertson of Louisville and Francis B. Crowninshield of Boston. Fol
lowing the ceremony there was a
large reception at "Clovercroft," the
country estate of the bride's mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Bulitt will make their
home in Oxmoor, Ky.

Tickets are first class

oed for stop
I overs in either direction within final
j limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
D. L. DATCHELOR., Agent
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Round of. Social
Gaiety at the Normal
This week closes one of the busiest
social seasons at the New Mexico
Normal University. Informal affairs
as well as the usual formal events
that go with commencement week
were popular with the students, faculty members and those who were lucky
enough to get a bid. The alumni banquet and the breakfast given by Dr.
and Mrs. Roberts, of caurse, formed
the main events of the social' whirl.
These were two of the most delightful affairs that have ever been given,
toe breakfast being the first of its
A

$G-

--

-

3.00

.

)

-

5

this time. An interesting and enjoyable session was spent by those pres
ent. The amusement consisted of the
usual social gossip and a very inter
esting and original guessing contest
originated by the hostess. This enter
tainment was followed by a delicious
e
luncheon which closed the
last meeting of the Sorosis club until
next September. The members and
guests present were Mrs. J. H. York,
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. R. R. Lar
kin, Mrs. E. C. Anderson Mrs. Frank
H. II. Roberts, Mrs. H. M. Northrap
Mrs. I. W Lively, Mrs. Thomas Blake- mroe, Mrs. Mabel Hall, Miss Emma
Adlon, Mrs. B. J. Reed, Mrs, Rufus
Mead, Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs. A. O
Wheeler, Mrs. Leon Durham, Mrs. N,
Costa, Miss Sadie Costa, Mrs. Alice
Rice and Mrs. Skinner. Mrs. York and
Mrs. Anderson assisted in entertain

Round Dozen Club
Has a Jolly Meeting
The Round Dozen club met Thurs
day afternoon with Mrs. George A.
Fleming at 'her residence. A delightful afternoon was spent by those
present. Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and Mrs.
Pittenger of Denver were the guests
of the club, Mrs. Wheeler being an
old member of the organization. Deli
cious refreshments closed the after
noon. Present were Mrs. A. O. Wheeler, Mrs. Pittenger, Mrs. F. O. Blood,
C.
D. Boucher,
Mrs E. L.
Mrs.
'
Hammond, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs
C. S. Losey. Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs
Norman Skinner,
Mrs. J. H. York,
Mrs. C. W. Wesner, Mrs. F. Y Myers
and Mrs. L. V. Crocker.
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There's a new way
There's a better way than th?
old way to make coffee. Its

'

by EL
Electric

Dainty refreshments of ice cream
and cake, carrying out the color
scheme of pink and white, were serv
ed. At a late hour the guests departed extending to the charming hostess
best wishes. Mrs. Reyberg has made
many friends during her sojourn in
Las Vegas by her bweet and gracious
personality, who wish her a delightful
summer and a speedy return.
Y. M. C. A.

PERCO-- lhe

Hofpoiot
Its really

Percolator.

surprising to see EL PERCO!

BREW A DELICIOUS
BEVERAGE

BY PERCOLATION

Dinner

on Monday Evening

hardly has the plug been affixed than a surge of bubbling water
That the Y. M. C. A. chicken dinner,
to be served next Monday evening,
begins to drip through the coffee.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Turner and will be a most
scrumptious feed is'
In a few minutes when the beverage has reached desired
baby, Esther, of Mobile, A'la., who the general opinion pf Las Vegans.
strength; pull out the plug and you may taste of the finest, most
have been spending several months in This dinner is to be served
by the
Las Vegas, will leave early next week ladies of the Methodist
delicious, clear coffee with tempting flavor that can be secured
church, who
in their automobile for a trip through
no other way. And all this may be done right in the breakfast
have earned a reputation as experts
Colorado. They will go to Colorado in
room or upon the dining-tabl- e
the line of seasoning chicken In
while eating.
Springs, Canon City, Pueblo and Den- a delightfully tasteful manner. This
ver, and may take the beautiful scenic dinner is for the
purpose, of acquaintNo fear of boiling or spoiling your coffeeit's
impossible
trip from Colorado Springs to Cripple ing all the mmbers of the Y. M. C. A.
The Turners will return to
Creek.
with an EL PERCO. Heavily nickel .plated and polished.
Heatwith the actual work the association
Las Vegas about July 1. Mr. and Mrs. is
ing element guaranteed five years.
it has been the
doing.
Turner hjave become popular here habit of the institution to make one
during their residence in Las Vegas, yearly report for the benefit of the
and society folk will be glad to learn
public, but the meeting on Monday
that they intend to sojourn here sev
will break this custom, and
ing.
evening
eral more months.
4
every one present will become fully
4
Mrs. Browne Hostess
familiar with the affairs of the "Y."
at a Line Party
Mrs. Baily Hostess
it is hoped that the dinner will be
wel? attended, and
Yesterday evening at the Photoplay for Denver Guest
judging from prestheater Mrs. II. P. Browne entertained
This afternoon at her home Mrs. ent indications, it wil'i be, as a large
in honor of the Ladies' Guild of the C. II. Baily entertained in honor of number of reservations have been sent
Episcopal church with a line party Mrs. Pittenger of Denver. Cards in. As Las Vegas is the only city in
followed by a repast served in Pot- afforded interesting amusement fol New Mexico to boast of having a Y.
ter's parlors. The pictures were much lowed by a course of refreshments M. C. A., it should feel just a little
enjoyed by the ladies. The refresh Mrs.
iViily's
guests were Mrs. proud of that fact and make its feelj
ments were served at a special table P.. C. Pittenger, Mrs. D. J. Leahy, Mrs. ing known to the Institution.
in
colors Harriett Van Petten, Mrs. F. M. Lyon.
which was decorated prettily
of green and white. Favors were cape Mrs W. E. Gortner, Mrs. Clarence
The Monday Afternoon Bridge club
jessamimes. Those who enjoyed the Iden, Mrs.
Charles SpieBs, Mrs. met this week with Mrs. C. H. Gibson.
C
Mrs.
affair were Mrs. P. J. Acker,
Lynch, Mrs. E. L. Hammond, Mrs. C. A delightful session at cards was enH. Gibson. Mrs. II. S. Van Petten. H. Schirmer, Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs.
Refreshments were. served.
Mrs. Watson, Mrs Sielitz, Mrs. j. E. J. H. Ward and Mrs. Mert Striekl'ad-den- . joyed.
Present were Mrs. F. M. Lyon, Mrs.
Miss
Louise
Miss
Daum,
Mary
Carse,
C. H. Baily, Mrs. Marshall Turner,
Damn, Hiss Cornelia Murray, Mrs. E.
4
Mrs. Harriett Van Petten, Mrs. B. T.
W. Hart, Mrs. E. V. Long, Mrs. W. J Mrs. Gortner Entertains
Mills, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. P. J. I1
T.ucas, Mrs. S. M. Martin, Mrs. F. L. Her Whist Club
:
Acker
and Mrs. C. H. Gibson.
Myers, Mrs. W. C. Dennis, Mrs. F. M.
The Friday Afternoon Whist club
Lyon, Mrs. J. S. Duncan, Jr., Mrs. met yesterday with Mrs. WXE. GortJohn Robbing, Mrs. Hariett Van Pet-ten- ner. A thoroughly enjoyable after
Mrs B. T. Mills, Mrs. Hallett Ray- noon was the lot of those present. Renolds, Mrs. Harry Haskell, Mrs. A. D. freshments were 'Served.
Present
Mies Margaret Haskell, were Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. HerWhitmore,
Mrs. E. H. Shaw and Mrs. Gandall.
bert Clark, Mrs. Stephen B. Davis, Jr.,
Mrs. Hallett Roynalds, Mrs. Neyd
Mrs. Edward McWenie, Mrs.
England's Queen
L. V. Crocker, Mrs. Erie Hoke and
Disapproves "Rags"
London, May 31. The Daily Graph- Mrs. Clifford Losey,
V
4
ic claims high authority for the stateat her home
ment that Quen Mary regards with
Monday afternoon
most pronounced disapproval the ac- Miss Helen Coleman entertained a
tion of several London hostesses in number of her friends at a birthday
allowing the tango, the turkey trotparty Games and other amusements
and the bunny hug in their ballrooms, were enjoyed by the young folk. De
and has intimated her desire that licious refreshments were served at
none of the royal family shall attend the close of the afternoon. Present
Aileen
any ball where such dances are per- were
Southard, Katherine
milted.
Johnson, Ruth Powers, Ruth Raynolds,
"Queen Mary's lead," the Graphic Sinian Kinkaid, So'ra Earickson, Helsays, "has been widely followed oy en Dice, Marie Baca and Era Stewart.
the real leaders of society, many
of the highest position, including Methodist Choir
the Duchess of Devonshire, having is- Goes on a Picnic
sued rigorous orders against these
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock a
dances. It may be said, indeed, that number of young people went on a
no lady who values her position in picnic )o Romeroville canyon that
society will venture to permit them, lasted until late in the evening. The
as, in view of the Queen's attitude, it affair was given by the choir of the
might lead to her removal from tne First Methodist church in .honor of
list of those privileged to attend a number of the members who will
court functions."
leave the city soon.
Ample lunch
baskets were provided by the young
ladies present and the whole party
Mrs. Ward Entertains
thoroughly enjoyed the puting.
A.
Wheeler
O.
For Mrs.
Those who went ,on the ride were
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. J. H.
Miss
May Schlott, Miss Ruth Schlott,'
a
parWard was hostess at delightful
Miss Mary Hanson, Miss Ruth ConA.
O.
Mrs.
of
honor
in
ty given
Wheeler of Denver. A very enjoy- rad, Mise Ruth Brown, Miss Edith
here to
We'll be glad to fit
Styles and
able afternoon was spent by those Schoeny, Miss Vivian Hedgcock, Miss
Miss
Rebe
Miss
Ag.
Ericksin,
,Sand,
present, closing with the serving of
nes" Brine'gar.'Miss'Mina Pochel, Miss
please everybody,
a' dainty luncheon consisting of a
body, during, the last two
Musser,
number of palatable viands served in Gladys .Carroon, Miss Kthel
;
ii
Mi js
esf and best lasts included.
which was
Mejle
Margaret Hill,;-this

kind ever held here and the alumni
banquet being the largest attended of
similar event in the history of
any
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the institution.
GROWER
With these awo big events naturally
.$2.00
One Year
must follow the reaction in the form
Six Months
of more informal but equally enjoyable
affairs. The cast of the play, the
Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- glee club, the orchestra and other
departments of the institution must
tions.)
Atemlt by draft, check or money or be entertained beforf the close of the
aer. If sent otherwise we 'will not school year. All this was accomplished in a most enjoyable way by differbe responsible for loss.
ent individuals. On last Saturday
Specimen copies free on
members
evening the senior ck-s- s
were the guests of the juniors at the
AT university. That affair was very en
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
joyable and showed the good spirit
PAID FOR
of the coming seniors. Tuesday even
ing, following the class play at the
Advertisers are guaranteed the opera house, the cast of the play,
targest daily and weekly circulation the faculty and numerous other
of any newspaper In northern New friends of the institution were the
Mexico.
guests of Dean Frank Carroon and
Professor Francis Keliey at the PotTELEPHONES
ter parlors. That these professors
Main i
BUSINESS OFFICB
were jolly good entertainers was an
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
established fact after this delightful
entertainment.
Tuesday afternoon
Miss Marguerite Cluxton entertained
1913.
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31,
SATURDAY,
the Normal orchestra at Potter's, aud
was loudly proclaimed a delightful
G KASSHOPPEB YEAR
.
Wedhostess by the
Miss Liva Lichty
afternoon
nesday
New
Reports from northwestern
entertained the
glee club
.Mexico and from sonio of. the western of the
at a line party at
university
Kansas sugar beet districts Indicate the Photoplay theatre. The glee club
'
that grasshoppers have invaded the immediately forgot all the lectures
country in very large numbers.
that, had been tendered them by Miss
uf
There was a timo in the history
Lichty, the director, during the school
Kansas when such information would year, and each and every member of
have caused almost as much pertur the club was convinced as to the cap.
to- bation as an Indian scare, but not
ability of Miss Lichty as a hostess.
Wichita
Eagle.
the
day, says
Other events were given in honor
discovered that grass- of students or guests of the instituIt
hoppers make the very finest turkey tion which will be Ions remembered
feed in the world, and that grasshop by the graduates and friends of the
per moat in even relished oy tne Normal. Without social events dur
tasteless hen. With these facts well ing the school year, the drill and la.....toMtciioi various inventors have bor of the .strenuous studying berfnntrlTOil machinery t5 harvesl and comes monotonous and tends to be a
halo grasshoppers from the fields setback .to an institution, but this
The trouble, however, with the grass- comes far from applying to the New
been Mexico Normal University. Work
hopper crop In late years, has
and play each are given their turn in
hat it is e Tatic.
of
institution and never does the
this
grasshop
veritable
army
With a
is nee jolly spirit become subdued.
that
all
this
way,
headed
pers
is to be
essary is to decoy the army into a The Normal University
1
entertain-what
wholesome
its
for
credited
where
chtdkeu feed .factory
students
ment's.'.
the
In this school
for
omight be pests can be prepared
the markets of the world, wherever can not only enjoy themselves hugely,
but also keep up their studies.
chickens and turkeys are fattened.
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change,
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steers 8.258.C5; dressed
friends of W'illiam Ilfeld were enter
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steers
steers $7. 2508.25; western
tained at dinner and later at a line
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Vocal Solo, Miss Musser.
Vocal Solo, Miss Lichty.
Reading, Cecil Read.
Piano Solo, Mr. Foulson.

El Perco

4 4

two-cours-

music-makers-

of the Methodist Episcopal church of
which Mrs. Rey berg Is a member, and
the officers of the Sunday school.
Music was furnished during the evening by the Misses Lucile Swallow and
Florence Baker.
The following musical program was
enjoyed, each number receiving an encore:
- i
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ONLY TWO MORE DAYS
OF OUR. CASH

3 jk. 4.32

sizes

every

our neft'.

Sclott,
"

days of

V'Miss

Aurora, Lucero, M'jss
Rose fte'ilogg, i'kr. Lee McCullough,
Mr. Paul Schoeny, ivir. Voliiey Poulson, Mr. Omar Barker, Mr. Clare
Koogler, Mr. Arthur Livingston, Mr.
Frank Culbertson, Mr. Chesley Thorn-ason- ,
Mr. Howard Peterson, Mr. Tnor-alMr. Martin
Sundt, Mr.
Sundt,
Richard Campbell and Mr. Francis

great sale,

',,

Our entire stock of Shoes,
Oxfords and Pumps, Wcm

THE BEST OPPORTUNE
JTY EVER OFFERED TO

en's Children's, Boy's and
Men's, are being sacrificed.

OUR CUSTOMERS,

Keliey.
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Farewell Party
for Mrs. Reyberg
One of the most charming affairs cf
the season occurred at the home of
Mrs. A. D. Higgins Friday evening,
the occasion being a farewell party
given by Mrs. Grace Reyberg, who
will depart for her home at Grand
The hosRapids, Mich., on Monday.
tess was assisted In receiving by Mrs.
Leon Durham,' iTiss Liva Lichty and
Mrs. Hlgglna7 ' About eO'grrfsts were
.present. Including; t;he Plus Ultra ?)ass
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PERSONALS
Piano for rent.

18

Crockett

ing.
Mrs.

Mary Hamilton of El Paso
came nl yesterday for a visit in Las
Vegas with friends.
Eugenio Romero of Mora is in Las
Vegas for a few days' business visit.
J. D. Hand of Los Alamos drove in
last night. He returned this morning
to his ranch.
Eli Mathews of Cherryvale drove
in last night for a short business visit
in the city.
J. T. Lea of Kansas City came In
last evening for a few days' business
visit in Laa Vegas. .
Mr. and Mrs. E.. T. Carlbridge of
Topeka came in last night for a few
days' visit in Las Vegas.
Leo Regensberg and Joe Gallegos
left today for Guadalupita, from which
place they will go to Taos county on
a camping trip.
Mrs. Frank Strass has returned from
Excelsior Springs, and other places
in Missouri, where she has been for
the past three weeks.
J. M. Briggeman and John Price of
Helena, Mont., came in Jast night and
will be business visitors in Las Vegas
few days.
for
Vicente Martinez, a well known merchant of the southern part of the
state, came in this morning for a short
business visit In Las Vegas.
Miss Mossy York hasr returned from
Clayton, New Mexico, where she has
been employed during the past winter
as a teacher in the public schools. She
will remain in Las Vegas this summer.
,
Summers Burkhart, attorney for the
L.
Albuquerque Morning Journal; M.
Fox and D. A. McPherson of the same
paper, came in last night from Albuquerque to attend the session of the
district court here today.
Morton J. Howell, for the past two
years bill clerk at the local freight
office of the Santa Fe Railway, company, left last night for El Paso where
will take a position in the Santa Fe
auditor's office as revising clerk.
'
S. W. Slnsheimer, president of the
Holly Sugar company of Swink, Colo.,
also a member of the
,T. E. Granger,
of Rocky Ford,
C.I.
Hilder
and
firm,
Colo., came in yesterday afternoon for
a few days' business visit in Las Vegas. They left this morning for Los
Alamos where they will visit the ranch
of J. D. Hand. It is rumored that they
are looking fox a location In which to
operate the sugar beet industry near
Vegas.
Mrs. A. 6. Wheeler left this morning for Santa Fe where she will spend
a few days visiting her mother and
sister, who reside in the Capitol City.
C. W. Crawford and J. A. Schultz
of Los i Angeles drove in last ' night
from Aibuquerque. They are making
the trip from Los Angeles to' New
York in a Cadillac auto equipped
with a new shock absorber. The car
is without springs, the purpose of
the trip being to test the absorbers.
The tourists stopped at the Bieh'i garage for repairs. From New York
they will go to Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach and
children left this afternoon for the
Val'iey Ranch where they will spend
the coming week.
"
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"Butterick Fashions"

steel-frame-

N. M., May 31. ReThe boosters from the northern part
Albuquerque,
feree Bill Barday
donated Stanley of New Mexico, gathered at Wagon
Yoakum a draw ' decision with Tarry Mound yesterday, formed a Northern
Carter last night at the Elks' theater, New Mexico Good Roads association.
although Carter had a load on DO'nts. Las Vegas was honored by the elecYoakum made a life mistake whim tion of three of her most prominent
he decided
He citizens as officers.
go into the ring.
is a born wrestler. f)ne sentence sumThe Las Vegas boosters left- yestertactics all the way day morning with five automobiles,
marizes A oaki-m'throuirh the lout.
Hera it :': vip-Ki.- and met with no accidents on the
svuu? io the back of Carti.r ": road. They arrived In Wagon Mound
neck and clinched. Yoakum butted, at about 11 o'clock, and their enterrushed at Carter with his head lower- tainment commenced at oncei The
ed and forced him to the ropes several Wagon Mound people showed they are
times. Yoakum, as usual, took the good entertainers and greeted all the
most punishment.
boosters royally.
In open fightin, which Yoakum
The formation of the good roads aspermitted only when he could not sociation was the topic for discussion
avoid it, he absolutely was no match in the afternoon. All those present
for Carter. Carter rocked his head entered into the proposition enthu
with left or right when Yoakum al- siastically, and the association was
lowed an interval in wrestling. Prac- formed at once with 40 charter mem
tically all that Poakum showed was bers. It is the purpose of the assoa right chop, which usually landed on ciation to make good roads a state
the back of Carter's head or neck.
proposition until the time shall come
Carter followed the Dallas man when the government shall take a
around "the "ring, round after round, part in the progress of the roads and
and Yoakum would 'suddenly swing make a national highway. The roi'.d
wildly arid ush into a clinch. Yoa- from the north state line to and bekum's futile right taps, almost invari- yond Las Veocas will be under the suably delivered as' he sought shelter in pervision of this association, and by
a clinch may have evened the points enlisting the state's aid in the im
In the referee's mind.
This surely Is provement of the highway it is ex(he only excuse he has to support the pected that it will not be long until
draw decision,
all the road is in the best possible
Yoakum was the first to enter the condition.
The meeting was well attended and
ring. He stepped over the ropes as
fhe'semi-winduwas over. Las Vegas was well represented. Rasoon( as
Carter appeared a few seconds later. ton, although expected to have a large
Roth were in their corners when the crowd, was Mo to send but two cars.
spectators, the niaajority of whom had This was due to the fact the Raton
taken advantage of the interim to go Boosters have just returned from a
outside, returned to their seats.
big trip to Roswell.
Director Mark Levy 0f the New
Those who made the trip from Las
A.
Mexico
C, introduced Harry Vegas were Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Roh-reMr. and Mrs. Sig Nahm, Mr. and
Shaffer, who, he said, wanted to meet
the winner. A wire from Frankie Mrs. Dam Stern, William Wtfite, Ralph
Cage of Los Angeles, who also want- Rohrer, Secretary Hugh Stark of the
ed to meet the winner, was read. Commercial chib, B. R. Russell. J. N.
Director Levy announced that Louis Kinney, David W. Condon, Hector
Newman, too, wished to take on the Kearney, Miss Rachael Ward and Mr.
McLemore.
victor.
This organization of the road boosters
of the northern, part of the state
A SENATOR WEDS
means a great thing toward securing
Chicago, May 31. Uitfted States
to the coast this
Senator James H. Brady of Idaho came increased auto travel
the'
to Chicago today to be married. The summer. Although
to pass through Las Vegas,
bride-elec- t
.is Miss Irene Moore, and highway is
is
no
tourist
required to go over this
the wedding is scheduled to take place
one discriminating perthis evening at the home of the route. Should
son
the
make
and find the roads
trip
bride's cousin, A. L. Moore, at Highin poor condition it is likely he would

land park.
After his arrival Senator Brady lost
no time in going to Waukegan and
getting a mariage license. He made
no attempt to conceal his happiness,
but he positively declined to say
where he and hl3 bride were going on
their weddJr.g trip.
Miss Mo re will be attended by
Mrs. Henr. Suzzaballo of New York,
as matron of honor. The ceremony
will bo performed by the Rev. Calvin
I. Dodson, pastor of the Highland park
Presbyterian church.

it difficult to realize that only a short
fifty years ago tasselied corn, wheat
and other grains swayed in the wind
coming across the Hudson, while
cos and sheep grazed in th pastures
where today monstrous skyscrapers
raise .their
forms to the
clouds. The other day the old Greenwich village, now a part of the business section of lower Manhattan, had
its first Old Home Week celebration
and at the meeting held as the opening feature of the celebration many
of the old residents of the district,
vividly and interestingly recalled the
conditions in the old Greenwich village fifty years ago. It seems incred;
ible that fifty years could have worked such wonderful changes In any
city, no matter how progressive.
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you
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Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really
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is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

John C. Baker, for the past three
years a professor in the New Mexico
Normal University, left this afternoon for West Union, la., where he
will stay a short time and later go
to New York City to. attend the Columbia University. Mrs. Baker, who
has been in Iowa for the past few
months, also will attend Columbia University. During his residence in Las
Vgeas Mr. Baker has made many
warm friends. He will not return
to Las Vegas, at least for several
years.
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pecial Excursion Rates

Chi-

Lincoln.

Joseph.

14-- 4

;

CALIFORNIA

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale
from June to September 30, 1013, daily
with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1013.
1

Los?Anc!es' or San Diego
$48.50
Special dates, shorter limit
$43.30
San Francisco - - 355.00
Special dates, shorter limit
S50.00
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $77.50
Special dates, sliorter limit - 572,50
--

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
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18
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"Heavens! Why don't you go to
work and earn money?"
"Don't dare to, my boy. Poople
would think the governor had disin- 9
in
herited me, and that would1 ruin my I tained
'
credit."
'""ALU
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Pittsburgh
Boston
Cincinnati
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Capital,

0STANDING

July $lt.07H; Brooklyn
July

OF LAS VEGAS,'. N. M.

Western League
Omaha at Des Moines; clear.
Denver at Wichita; clear.
Sioux City at St. Joseph; clear.
Topeka at Lincoln clear.

Sep-

.

July

May $20.50;
September $19.85.
Lard, May $11.25;
September $11.20.
Ribs, May $12.75;

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

American Association
Indianapolis at Toledo; clear.
Minenapolis at St. Paul; celar.
Kansas City at Milwaukee; cloudy.
Louisville at Columbus; clear.

56.

December

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
h. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. B. RaynoldB, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, vice Preident.

American League
Detroit at Chicago; cloudy.
St, Louis at Washington; clear.
Boston at Washington; clear.
New York at Philadelphia; clear.

Corn. May 59; July $57; SeptemDecember
Oats, May 43; July 39; September
Pork,

L A 1 D 17

SWASTIKA COAL
......
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

'

sals of proirsiong were unci fuiged to io above, including September options as follows:
Pork,
$1S.95 to $19.87; lards $11.22; ribs
$'ll.4011.42. The closing quotations were as follows:

57;

On

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

National League
Chicago at Pittsburgh; clear.
' CincinnaM ai
Louis; tw. sames.
Brooklyn at Boston, two games.
Philadelphia ,it 'ew York, clear.

38.

Wheat, May 91; July 92 Vi,
tember 91; Decembor 94.

O

TODAY S BASEBALL

Fiist

,

"I say, Tom, lend me another

'
Magistrate McAdoo in the Tombs
Court administered a well deserved
rebuke to Anthony Comstock the
other day, when "St Anthony"
brought before ntm a street peddler
of picture postals whom he had arrested because he had offered for sale
pictures' of couples dancing the tango.
Mr. Comstock explained to the court
that he had arrested the vender because the pictures offered by him
were indecnt and objctlonable. Magistrate McAdoo said he could eee
nothing objectionable in the pictures
which merely showed how the tango
and other vulgarities are danced. He
advised Mr. Comstock to visit the
fashionable hotels and cafes where
these vulgar dances are Indulged in
by "society" and if ho considered
these dances indecent, tq put a stop
to them Instead of trifling with some
poor peddler selling comparatively inoffensive pictorial demonstrations of
these dasces.

37.

L. F.
Wagon Mound;
Levy; S. A. Taylor. Nolan; W.
A. Dow, Colmor; C. E. Hartley, Springer; E. H, Donaldson, French; tV. A.
W. H. Wilcox,
Mallock,
Maxwell;
Roy; J. M. Hughes, Solano; Nathan
Weil, Ocate; M. Van Houten, Shoe-

Lends money on approved collateral.
Lends money on improved real estate.

RENTS SAFE DEPOSITI' BOXES

higher at 92!
to
July corn opened
up at 57
to 57!4 and. lose to
The
close was steady with July
cent net
higher 57.
July oats, which at the outset we'e
higher at. 38' to , steadied

immediately let all the other distance
travelers know and cause them to take
another route. With the work of the
new association It is assured that the
road from the state line to Las Vegas September $11.37.
will
be kept in good shape. The
association will meet in Springer July
The Las Vegas boosters returned to
this city about JS o'clock yesterday
evening, tired but well pleased with
the work of the day. The officers of
the association elected yesterday are
as follows:
L. S. Wilson, president, Raton; H.
C. Abbott,
vice president, Springer;
A. II. Wfest, vice president, Wagon
Mound; Herman Ilfeld, vice president,
Las Vegas; F. E. Vandusen, secretary;
Dan Stern, treasurer. Las Vegas.
Board of directors Dr. H. M. Smith,
Las Vegas; R. P. J. Gemricher, Ona-va- ;
A. J. Thuli, Watrous; Manuel

Accepts accounts subject to check.
Pays interest on daily balances.

I

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, May 31. Wheat soared today because of contlrattd dry hoi
weather southwest. Besides, there
was a forecast of smiilHr wo.-ishipments. Opening prices were '2 to
V.ither. July started at 92
to 1)2
a gain of
to
and seemed inclined to hold within that range. The
eioBe was steady
wit'i July
net

38;

SIll.COO
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Although for a while there was
considerable opposition to the Night
Court, when it was first established
for disposing of police cases growing
out of arrests made in the evening
and during the night,
opponents
have since then come to the conclusion that, after all, this court was a
great convenience and saved much
time and trouble both to the police
department and to the public. Now
the proposition is agitated to esta
lish a night court for civil cases for
the convenience of laboring men war
cannot attend court in daytime without suffering loss of wages and, sometimes, even the loss of tneir jobs.

ber

TRUST CO.

L

Capital

New York, May 31. Strangers who
come to Nesw York at this day find

NEW MEXICO GOOD
NORTHERN
ROADS ASSOCIATION FORMED
AT WAGON MOUND

Ocean-to-Ocea-

THE PEOPLES BANK

NEW YORK TOPICE

HIGHWAYS

CARTER

West of Topeka came in this afSUMMER.
1913
ternoon from' that place and will
the employ of the Santa Fe Railway company at the local Santa Fe
'
hospital. He will relieve W. H. Lacy
who will go east soon for a two
months' vacation.
H. C, McQpwen, connected with the
agricultural department of the Santa
Fe Railway company, came in this
afternoon from his headquarters at
Amarlllo for a short business visit in
Las Vegas.
Miss Rachael Ward left last night
for Watrous and other places in that
vicinity, for a few days' visit with
friends.
Robert S. Randall, ,in custody of
Deputy Sheriff A. 0. ljurtless of BerPRICE 25 CENTSnalillo county, passed through Las
Vegas last night on his way to Albuquerque where he will answer a
charge of embezzlement. Randall
was not seen by any of his Las Vegas
row from Salina, Kans., for an
obtain any information as to when
he would pass through.
Summer's Newest Styles
R. R. Larkin returned this afternoon
from Kansas City where he has
and
lots
lots
of
them.
Draperies? Yes,
been for the past few weeks on busiWonderful, smart designs in hunness.
dreds. Everything complete for the
Miss Nellie Batchelor, daughter of
season. Dainty summery dresses for
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor, is exall occasions.
pected to arrive in Las Vegas tomorfrom alina, Gans., for an
FREE
row
Pattern
Butterick
Any
stay with her parents.
with every copy
A. T. Shaw of Topeka will leave
this evening for his home, where he
25 cents (10c extra by mail)
wftl enter the employ of the Santa
Bay a copy at the pattern counter
Fe Railway company.-- ; Mr. Shaw has
been employed by that company here
aa, stenographer ,to the .superintendent's chief clerak- -

mi

STATE

ASK

AID FOR THE

W.

ML

WILL

VITI

DRAW

build-

BUTTPHCIC FASHIONS

GETS

FIVE

Moines,
-

D. L. BATCHELOR, Affcat

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, MAY
NOTICE

31, 1913.

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa F6, N. M,
April 1. 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Vincento Ciddio of East Las Vegas, who,
on December 16 1907, made home
stead entry, No. U520I, for W
NW
V section 31, W
SW V section 30,
township 14 N, raise 17 K, N. M. P.
M has filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be-
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RESTAURANT

AND CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AN 0 RcGULA
DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAl NA RLE ALWAYS HANDLED

fllf

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commissioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on

LOBBY

M.

A

LODGE NO.
A.

2,

A. F. & L.

M.

Regular com
munication first and
m
sm
aach month. Visiting
JI.11..
H,Un....

f
f

at

o. o. MOOSE
Meets Becond
.'ourth
eati
Thursday evening
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vliitl!
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhill,

fj.
June 7, 1913.
Secretary.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
RATES
FOR
CLASSIFIED
AOVER.
Pedro
East
Ciddio,
Abeyta and
W. M., H. S .v"an Petten,
Secretary. J E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 64V
TI8EMENTP
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana Tru-jillI. O. of
Meets every first
Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
of ibB month in the vestry
Tuesday
Flva cent! par line eacn inaertlon.
TruJIllo, East '.Las Vegas, N. M.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rerooms of Temple Montefiore at I
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
conclave ec d Tues- - o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
Oalar
git!
No ad to occupy let space than two
Register.
day in each month at Mar
Isaac
cordially Invited.
llnea. Aij, advertla mntt
Appal
charged
aonlc Temple at 7:30 p.
G. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sea
will be booked at space actually Mt,
TAX PAYMENTS
Klnkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Reretary.
Notice is hereby given that' any without regard to number of worda
corder.
In
Caah
advance
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
become delinquent on June l, 1913,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. J, ROY1.
Meets every Monday evening ai
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MASONS Regt lar con
their
hall on Sixth street All TisU
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday in ing brethren cordially invited to a
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month at Masonic
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
7:30 p. m. H.
V. G.;
at
T. M. Elwood
Temple
Lehman,
published of the public sale of all
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Karl
Wertz,
Secretary;
Treasurer;
property upon which taxes of A. D.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truster
Blood, Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date Bet
for such sale, and sunh property upPAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
S. Meets first and third Fridays
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN .
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
quent, will b3 sold as required by the
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
at Woodmen of the World
Love
session Laws of 1913.
Mrs. J. O. Rutledfe, Wort&y Mahall, on the second and fourth
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
1913.
Mala 329.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone
WANTED
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Dining room girl. 403
Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
Clerk;
Treasurer and
Railroad avenue.
Collector, San
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
members are espeuty.
Visiting
Miguel County, N. M.
102 IviesB every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially
WANTED
Two good farm hands.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab avenue,at
HOW'S THIS? '
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rewelcoma' J. C. Wertz,
cordially
ward for anv case of Catarrh that WANTED
k
ATTORNEYS
Dining room girl at
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
Restaurant.
Cure.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

'

Vic-torin-

Instructive

B.--

3'

.,.cles

In

.

idverti sing

Wanted

Bls-mar-

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?"

"What shall I wear?"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.
People read advertising now

for instruction and information,

as well as for its "bargain"

pos-

sibilities.
New ideas, new thoughts,

spirations and suggestions

stantly come to you

in-

con-

take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.
if you

Don't neglect your ad
in

F. J. CHENEY & v.0.,
WANTED Position; housework. Tel- B.
Toledo, Ohio.
p. o. ELKS Meets second and
I.
We, the undersigned, have known
ephone Main 185.
fourth
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
Tuesday evening of each
and believe him perfectly honorable
month Elks home on Ninth street
in all business transactions and finan WANTED Four mules ranging from
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersar5 to 6 years in age. Not to exceed
cia'ily able to carry out any obliga
'
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm.
tions made by his hjm.
56 inches high and weighing 900
J.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConMills,
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of Albu
Toledo, Ohio.
don, Secretary.
Coa'i Com
querque and Cerrillos
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
pany, Madrid, N. M.
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Testlmonpials sent free., Price 75 SALESMAN,
traveling, salary and excents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
or
commission.
Must be ac
penses
gists.
Pioneer
building.
Visiting memTake Hall's Family Pills for con
tive, ambitious, energetic; splendid
bers are cordially lnrited. Richard
stipation.
opportunity; former experience not
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
necessary. Landmark Cigar com
pany, Denver, Pa.'
Foley Kidney Pills repay your con
LODGE
NO. I
DORADO
EL
fidence In their he ling and curative
KNIGHTS OF PY
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disTH AS Meets ev
ease net beyond the reach pf mediery Monday evon
cine will yield to their use. Mrs. Corin Castle Hall
!ng
100
ROCK
BUFF
delia copeland, Araeola, Mo., says, "I
baby chicks, $12;
Visiting
Knighti
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevhad kidney and bladder trouble for
are
Mnrlt
cordially
Kan.
x
ens,
Humboidt,
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
ed. Chas Llebaco
me."
cured
Is
Pills
the
It
Kidney
Chancelloi
aer,
same story from every one who uses HOUSEHOLD goods for sale Inquire
Commander. Harry
1005
at
Avenue.
Grand
All
them.
say, "they cured me," O.
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Seal.
FOR
RENT
Front
bedroom.
Miss
Store.
Richley. 508 Main Avenue.

for xate

The great calamity in umaha was
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suffering and sickness from colds and FOR

exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 California St Omana, writes: "My
daughtr had a very severe cough and FOR RENT Furnished four room
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar ComWill take Invalids'.
(cottage, ?6.
417 Eighth street
pound knocked it out In no time."
Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
York's store. Telephone 317.
A siigbt cold In a child or a grown
FOR RENT Three sunny roomB
person holds possibilities of a grave
suitable for light housekeeping. Innature. Croup may come on suddenquire 623 Twelfth street. .
ly, bronchitis or pneumonia may desevere
catarrhal troubles and
velop,
FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
consumption are possible results.
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
cold
at
a
cures
the
outset,
nips
croup
street.
Eighth
quickly, checks a deepseated' cough,
and heals inflamed memtorances.
FOR REXT Modern furnished flat.
O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
511 Ninth street.
In the whole

AUTOMOBILE,
AHO

HEUMAN

429 GKAND AVE.

!5he

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
larawood Finishing, Paper Hanslii
nd Giaiing.
Enimates Cheerfully Given,
Old Towj
'eit Side Pitza

II

LOCAL

THE

.

Sallow complexion is due to a torHERBINE
pid liver.
purifies and
strengthens the liver and bowels and
restores the rosy bloom of health to
the cheek. Price EOc. Sold by Central Drug Co.

0

CARD

EAST BOUND
Arrive
Beps-No. 2..., 9:10 p. m:. . , , 8:15 V
No.
4.
H:05 p
.11:05 p. m
No.
2:10
8.... 2:05 a. m
No. 10. .'.
a
2:10
i;45 p bj
WEST BOUND
No. I.... 1:20 p. m
:16
No. S
6:10 a. m
No. 7.... 4:21) p. m...-- 7:00
No.
6:35 p. m

of mollcine

there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
quickly than BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism. Its
healing and penetrating power Is extraordinary. Price 25c, 60c and 11.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

Tieio

COPAB4

DENTISTS
HAMMOND, DENTI1'
Crockett Building.
Mala
Office Telephone
Mala 1
House Telephone
DR.

E.

L.

DR. F.

B.

HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main ;
East Las Vegas, N, M.

Professional health Culture for Ladlai
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalj
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. n
Subscribe for The Optic.

GHYSTML IGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
!.25c per. 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
-

Las Vegas Ice '& Storage Co.

Phone Main. 227

1200 Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs-- , to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Less than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

'..20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities of Whloh Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best
. .vat..,

mi

Market Finders

Classified ad 4. search out the people to whom among all
tbose who MIGHT BUT the particular thing la worth most.

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (aao
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical !
struments.

k
e
it

.

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye-.i- , of all
j
slble sorts of thiags, they have come to be finders of the best mar

P-

--

V-

....

New Mexi

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST vo someoat
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear j
your property unless It were advertised here.

'

.

Attorrteya-at-La-

Las Vegas.

I

For Rent

RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hsatt

.

A'vv

net.

4
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tendencies
Cook, whoso free trade
have caused a split in his party, is
leading the liberals.
Although the
forces are fairly evenly matched It is
believed from certain indications that
the labor party will again be successful and that Premier Fisher, once a
coal miner in Wales, will be returned

AUSTRALIA WAITS

RESULTS OF THE
ELECTION
LABOR

to power.

IS OPPOSED

PARTY

LIBERAL
POSITION

THE POWERFUL

BY

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

OP-

Sydney. N. S. W., May Ill The Australian commonwealth is awaiting in
suspense the outcome of the great political battle that is being fousht out
at the polls today. Never before have
the issues at stake in a campaign for
the election of members of the com-- !
monwealth parliament been so niO'

PECULIAR

FORM

OF BANKING

The Savings bank at Bremen, Germany, is one of the most peculiar institutions in the world. It Is in the
nature of a private savings and loan
bank, conducted for the exclusive
benefit of its depositors. It was instituted in 1825 by eighty prominent citizens, for the purpose of offering an
inducement for saving to the poorer
classes and a safe opportunity for investment and a profitable return.
It was also provided by law that
none of the profits should ever be divided among the members, but that
they should be distributed among enterprises of public utility.
For twenty years the business was
transacted by members of the society
without remuneration, but later the
work was turned over to salaried
clerks. But up to this day no member of the society, and no director,
has received any share of the profits,
and they have no claim on the property.
The bank has made many public
donations; the first being $1,000 in
1840. Since then it has given $75,000
for a public bath; $57,000 for a public
museum, $32,000 for educational purposes, and numerous other gifts to
hospitals; orphan asylums, libraries,
reading rooms, schools, homes for old
and young, etc.
In 1830 the bank had 3,751 depositors with $260,160 deposited. Now it
has 39,864 depositors and $7,940,528
On opening an account a
deposits.
deposit book is given, and at the end
of the year the accrued interest is
added to the amount deposited.
There are also school savings cards
and home savings boxes, the receipts
of the latter in 1911 being $30,690.

j

o-

trans-Australia-

Most

Picturesque
University
Town in Germany.

Greatest Glory of This City Is Her
Army of Ever Changing Students
Leipsiz Is Birthplace of Wagner
and Other Noted Composers.

America.
It is very seldom that a man is
killed and the eyes, nose and ears of
the contestants are always protected.
A corps duel is very seldom a quarrel,
but Just a trial of skill between two
friends. Sometimes one corps will
challenge another to meet it on the

"

-V

...

e

de-"e-

Queen Mary Is making her lnflu- ence and her strong personality felt at
court in no uncertain manner, and
those who wish to be received and to
be held, in good repute within its
charmed circle must look well to their
manner of going.
Never before have there been so
many erasures from submitted lists
and never has the line been so sharply drawn as to the proper qualifications as at the present time, the New
York Herald's London correspondent
states. No lady who steps out of her

Englishman's

at

An enormous crowd gathered at
Chester a few months ago to witness
the funeral of an electrical engineer,
who was carried to the cemetery in
a coffin that had been laboriously con
structed by himself out of 4,000 matchboxes. These, with their tops visible
and advertising their respective mak
ers, were varnished over and strength'
ened inside with wood. On the coffin
was placed an electric battery, says
Tit-Bit-

at

wm?mmg-

mm:'i

to

Made of 4,000
Unusual Burial
Sea.

Coffin

Matchboxes

London
Some years ago a maiden lady died

M-

-

"

v

yfi:m;,M:i:,

,s

.w

i

J

Calemis-sur-Ly-

in France, who

wPi reported to have been a chan
pion snuff taker. She enjoyed singU'
larly good health, retained all her
.mental faculties and died at a ripe
old age. Her funeral was most ex

--

d

Sueen, Shocked at Laxity In Society,
Makes Erasures In Her Visiting Lists.

Heidelberg, Germany. Perhaps no
place in all the world has been more
tenderly loved than old Heidelberg.
She has sent men forth, not only over
all Germany, but over all the world,
who continue to sing songs In her sphere of true womanliness and corpraises and to write poems in her rect feminine modesty; no one who
has a breath of scandal against her
memory.
Heidelberg unites so faultlessly the or him (for the male sex Is also indelights of mountain and plain of a cluded in the ban), and, above all, no
city and a country town of physical Individual who hae figured as a prinbeauty and great culture. A long nar cipal in the divorce court need seek
row plain runs along the bank of the to find favor with Queen Mary, and
Neckar, and here the business part such a one applying for a "command"
of the town is situated and above this to the royal presence will surely meet
plain is a lovely wooded hill on the with a prompt refusal.
The queen and the king is said to
top of which stands the castle. For
those who desire a more intellectual be in cordial agreement is deter
enjoyment, there are excellent con mined that her court shall, as far as
certs, theaters, libraries and museums; possible, be one of absolute purity.
for those who seek health Heidelberg She has been much shocked at the
Is one of the most healthful Spots In many causes celebree and their
details, as well as by the
all Germany, and for those who love
recreations and amusements of
nature the Heidelberg scenery Is
among the most beautiful in the world. a certain section of society. MoreIt Is little to be wondered at the over, it is reported that the queen
number of people who make Heidel- views with great dislike any further
in connection with the divorce
berg a permanent home, and their laxity
law.
She
regards the marriage tie
to
from
number is Increasing
year
while deyear. The town is filled with retired as sacred and binding, and which In
officers, professors and civil servants. ploring the lightness with
cases the contracts are underBut, of course, the greatest glory of many
she yet holds that once it has
taken,
of
ever chang
Heidelberg is her army
been entered into it should be held ining students, which keeps her forever violate.
young. The streets are flooded with
It is even whispered that Queen
them all day long; students in bright
influence to
Mary
or
rod
caps
bright bear onhasthe brought toher
green caps, bright
a very material
subject
yellow ones, each signifying a different extent and that
government inaction
corps.
with regard to the findings of the reat
to
We foreigners are prone
laugh
cent divorce commission is thus not
the scars of the German corps stu- a little accounted for.
dents, and yet dueling is a sport that
requires more skill and is not half so
fatal or dangerous as football in QUEER WHIMS FOR FUNERALS

Djebel-Scho-me-

g

SEVEN
VERY

STRICT ENGLISH COURT RULE

HEIDELBER

OLD

Entire Profits of German Institution
Are Devoted to Enterprises of
Public Utility.

Santa Fe, N. M., May 31. Attorney
General Clancy' has made the follow-- I
ing ruling on the provisions concern-- '
ing whether holders of licenses for
parke, lakes and preserves may kill or
take game or fish at all times durins
line year, his ruling is ua iuiiowh;
Santa Fe, N. M., May 29, 1913.
mentous and never before has the Hon.
Trinidad C. de Baca,
.
feeling between the opposing parties
State
Game
and
Fish
Warden',
been so high. Whether the labor par- Santa Va V T
ty now In power shall be .retired in
g.r
favor of tne liberal opposition or snail
I have pour letter of the 20th instant
be returned to power for another pe-- j
asking for the opinion of this office as
riod of three years is the great ques-- j to whether there is
any provision in
tion to be decided by the voters.
"Division A" of the game and fish
chapter 85 of the laws of 1912,
ku-- ; under wnl,h tne hoMer of a ce
tion mvAustrana nuie was
plished looking to the permanent wel- fof ..parkg la;eg or p,.eserves
my
fare of the new nation, but during the
op
at a
.
last few years, under the control of du,.ng
yoar
the labor party, a pioneering policy
K js provl((jd by
Qf
along economic, social and political
tQ
referred
game
aJ
abwj
lines has been adopted, wnat actual fish, with the natural Increase thereof,
ly has been achieved is startling and "held or confined in any park or lake"
what has been proposed is even more which has been
duly licensed, shall
so.
Government ownership of rail- be deemed the
of the licen
property
ways, street car lines, telephones, tele- - see to the extent that he may lawful
flTlfl
.
cronti nnlrl otnrnfrft,ly retairl) pursue, capture, kill, use,
wireless systems nas exisiea ior some sell or dispose of the same in any NEW EMPIRE FOR THE TURK
time. Recently there have been es- quantity by conforming to the conditablished old age and Invalid pensions, tions and subject to the restrictions Driven From Europe, There Are Vast
Stretches of Fertile Land Await"baby bonuses," a federal land tax, precribed in relation thereto. Section
ing Him in Asia.
compulsory military training and a 59 of the same act refers to the "keepgovernment bank. Within the past ing" within any park, enclosure, lake
With the impending curtailment of
year the labor party has started con- or body of water. Sections 62 and G3 the power and extent of the Turkish
struction of a
railway also refer to the "keeping" of game empire comes the hope of a new Mosystem to cost $20,000,000, and more and fish in parks or lakes, and sec- hammedan empire, the empire of
Arabia, the natural boundaries of
recently the corner stones of a new tion 64, which prescribes the form of which would extend from the valleys
national capital on which it is pro- license for a
park or lake, authorizes of the Tigris and Euphrates to the
posed to expe'nd $25,000,000 were laid. the licensee "to keep and propagute Isthmus of Suez, and from the MedAlthough there are less than five therein and dispose of as provided for iterranean sea to the Sea of Oman.
million people on the Island continent by law," animals, birds or fish. It The present vlllayet of the Hedjaz,
the federal government manages to would seem that before anyone could with the territory of Medina, would
state
collect an annual revenue of $100,000,-000- ; be authorized to kill game and sell probably form an independent
of which the sovereign would be a
this from the federal land tax, the same at any season of the year,
religious caliph, the father of all Mocustoms and excise and the postofflce that such game must be
hammedans. This Arabian empire
held
"kept,
department. During the recent cam- or confined" In what may be designat- should Include the valleys of the Tipaign the federal land tax, which im- ed as a park. To hold and confine a gris and Euphrates, Syria, the valleys
cenposes a graduated tax upon alt hold- wild animal, such as a deer, for ex of Oronte and Leontes, Palestine,
territorial
five
with
its
tral
Arabia,
ings valueu at more than $25,000, re- ample, must certainly require the er
divisions, the Djwof, the
ceived the brunt of the attack from ection of a suitable fence over or
the Kheybard, the Kasin, the
the oppos'tion. Second only In dis- through which a deer would be unable
Nedjed, Oman, Hadramant, Yefavor with the opposition is the pro- to make its way. In the absence of men and Hedjaz. If this should come
posal to spend so large a sum upon such, an obstruction It can, not be said to pass a part of the world's geography that is little known should come
the construction of the new national that a wild animal is
being "held or to the front to the distress of the cacapital.
confined."
ble man and the telegraph editor. It
The corner stones of the new city
So far as fish are concerned there Is hardly possible that the new empire
were officially laid on March 12 lasl would seem to be no
question that should Include Palestine. When the
by the governor general of the com- if there is not free communication power of the Turk is broken there Is
monwealth, Lord Thomas Denman. between the pond in which the fish a sentiment that will result in taking
the Holy Land from the hands of the
Lady Denham christened the new city are confined and any public stream infidel,
and after many centuries the
Canberra. The site of the proposed of the state, the owner of such pond,
but fruitless hope of the
impassioned
federal city is situated in the center by complying with the law in regard Crusaders will be realized and meet
of what is known as the federal capi- to license may sell and
dispose of the the old cry of "God wills it'." Paris
tal territory. This is 500,000 acres In fish at any season of the year. It correspondence Bresil Economique.
extent and was deeded to the national would also appear that if such a fence
This Ship's Cat Was Saved.
government by the state of New South as above described is constructed, that
About twenty years ago, when I was
Wales.
The plan of the city is by the animals confined therein may be
resident in North China, the British
Walter B. Griffin, a Chicago architect, killed and disposed of by the owner
waters
squadron then in
who won a $9,000 prize in a competi of the enclosure at
any time of the was steaming out of the port of Chefoo
tion thrown open to the architects of year.- when a little black cat fell overboard
H. M. S. Wanderer, writes a cor
the world. The roads in the district
It has been settled by the courts from
of the London Spectator.
respondent
nave aireauy oeen compieieu, me cuj that fish am game ))ein,, wild alljnials,
At once the
stopped, signaled to
laid out, the Cotter river dammed andtneir ownersnili s0 far as they ar her consorts ship
"Cat overboard," and the
now ready to furnish water, and a
of ownership, is in the state entire squadron came to a standstill
tional observatory erected upon Mount for le benetii of a)1 i)s peopie in com , A boat put off from the Wanderer and
rescued puss, who was swimming for
O'Malley. There Is also in operation mon, and a private person cannot a
as part of the plan the Duntrom mili- quire an exclusive property therein dear life after the ship.
The officer who told me the story
tary college, erected within the year except by taking and reducing- them said the sailors would have been
ami modeled after West Point. The to actual possession .Under our statfurious if the little cat had not been
city is to have the commission form ute therefore it would appear that saved, for not only was she a great
of government.
ame before it can be sold must be pet, but they firmly believed that disThe new railway from Port Augus- reduced to actual possession by im- aster would follow if a black cat was
ta in South Australia to Malgoorlie prisonment in an enclosure through allowed to drown.
in West Australia, will be completed which or over which such game canOutward and Inward Change.
in atout two years. The new common not make its way.
Time was when the
wealth bank is modeled along .the
That this view is a correct one is
"allee samee Melican
lines of the bank of the Argentina
emphasized by consideration of the man" would have been the instinctive
ar.d will have its permatm'it fact that unless there Is such an ei comment upon China's adoption of
and laws of the westheadquarters in Canberra.' During '.he closure there would be nothing to pre- any of the, ways
Now
world.
ern
that
country becomes
first three months of its operation its vent game animals coming into the
a republic and opens the first session
5 000,000.
deposits aggregated
park at all times and there of a representative congress in a fashThe "baby bonus" act came into would be no way of distinguishing be- ion that commands the most serious
The simeffect on the first day of this yea,- and tween animals so coming in from the respect of the world.
In
bureau
charge
the
since that time
outside and those which are kept- - held ple circumstance that these hundreds
Chinese were deof the disbursement has distributed or confined,
in the language of the of representative
void of queues and flowered silk jackapwho
statute.
nearly $1,000,000 to mothers
ets, but were shorn and garbed like
Yours truly,
plied for their bonus of $25 for each
Americans or Englishmen, was pronew baby.
FRANK; W. CLANCY,
foundly significant of the passing
Under the old ago und invalid penAttorney General. away of the old order and of the entry of this strange nation of three
sion acts' created by the labor party,
hundred millions into the practical
anThe spring months often find a world-lif$1,100,000 have been distributed
of the twentieth century.
in
The
back,
compulsory K oman tired out, with pain
nually In pensions.
Would Do What He Could. '
military training act went into effect hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
The legislature of a western state
last October and under that law 250,- - Folep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
000 youths between the aged of 14 and their worth anl value as a bea'ier of contains this year several women
and 21 are receiving a certain amount all kidney and bladder ailments and members. At a recent banquet they
were invited to speak, but all with one
of military training. The labor gov irregularities. They are a splendid accord
began to make excuses, and
the
various
wage
clearing
established
for
rheumatism,
eminent has
remedy
one of the men was asked- - to repreboards which deal directly with the uric acid from the Joints and system. sent them. He accepted, saying that
er and Red he was willing to do so, so far as in
question of wages in all the industries. Try them. O. G. Schaef
him lay, but that his case was similar
These boards have proved a great Cross Drug Store.
to that of a naughty little girl who
between
in
peace
maintaining
help
was told that If she didn't behave she
Disorders.
Stomach
Cure for
employers and employes.
would be shut up in the chicken coop.
bf
may
stomach
Disorders of the
.The labor party is headed by An
"You can shut me up in the chicken
use of Chamberlain'f
the
avoided
by
second
drew Fisher, now serving his
If you want to," replied she, "but
Tablets.
Many very remarkable cure? coop
elective term as prime minister of the have been effected by these tablets I ain't solng to lay any eggs." Judge.
n.
commonwealth, while the Hon. Joseph Sold by all

m
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University Building, Heidelberg.
dueling ground just as one football
team will meet another in friendly
rivalry.
Leipzig is quite different from Heidelberg, a bigger and more commercial place. It is the center of book
publishing for all Germany.
The new Itathatis is a most pompous
and ponderous looking affair, with
none of the charms of the old, built
with a twentieth century eye for use
instead of for beauty. In back of this
Rathaus is one of the most charming
and quaint fountains in Germany. It
is a wilderness of little figures of boys
and girls and geese and dogs and cats.
Perhaps Leipzli 's greatest glory is
that it was here Richard Wagner was
born. His birthplace is a homely old
building with stores on the ground
floor. A simple tablet marks the
house.
Leipzig has always been a musical
center and here such men as Wagner,
Bach, Schuman and Mendellsohn have
lived and here helped to make the
music for all the world. The Gewand-hau- s
orchestra Is among the best in
Germany.
As in Heidelberg, in Leipzig it la

the German student that is the glory
of the place. They are to be seen
everywhere, In the streets, in the restaurants and at the theaters. They
are the me that will make the Germany of tomorrow. And the Germany
of tomorrow will be a great and powerful nation. True, it Is already great
and powerful, but it is only a beginning. "Vort schritt," progress, that is
the word the battle cry heard everywhere on the Hps of every one. It
i
tbe flag they follow.

traordinary. Her wish was that her
coffin should be filled with tobacco,
the floor of the mortuary chamber
carpeted with it and the heir to the
property charged to scatter tobacco
before the hearse on the way to the
cemetery.
A lady who left Liverpool sometime
ago by the Lucanla crossed the At
lantic on a unique mission. A prom!
nent New York business man, who
died recently, directed in his will that
his remains should be cremated and
the ashes scattered on the waters of
the Atlantic from a Cunard steamer.
The Lucania, being the special favor
ite of the deceased gentleman, was
selected, and the lady in question, at
a time fixed, so that simultaneously
the family could attend a memorial
service In New York, cast the ashes
from an urn into the ocean. A certificate was given by the captain of
the Lucanla stating the latitude and
longitude in which the ashes were
committed to the deep.

DEFAULT

IN

well-know- n

OF BRID!

By NELLIE CRAVEY G1LMORE.

young
Though fully twenty-two- ,
Stamford did not look a day over nineteen in his light flannels as he ran
nimbly up the veranda steps of the
Etheridge home and pressed the elec-

tric

bell button.

The door flew open simultaneously
and a
personage in livery stood confronting him.
"Is Miss Etheridge In? I wish to
see her at once, if possible!"
A minute passed and the butler returned, bearing a slip of paper
across the back of which was scrawled
In a hasty hand: "Dear Dick:. I
am, unfortunately, too ill to leave my
room. Can you not, just as well,
communicate with me through Char"How do you like the boarders
where you live?"
ley?"
Mrs. Borden-Lodg- e
Young Stamford was in a quandary.
"They're too fussy.
has to cook over all the scraps
Decidedly nothing could be done with
out the
of Miss Ether-edg- e for them before they'll eat "em when
in person, and time was flying. I'd Just as soon take 'em aa they come
'Tell Mr. Charley to come down Im 'rom the table."
mediately," he said.
When Charley Etheredge appeared
TOO BAD
in response to this summons he found
Stamford pacing restlessly up and
down the long hallway.
'The fact of the matter is, Ether- edge," he began at once, "my uncle
is dying. He has always had his
on my marriage
heart set on D
For some unexwith your sister.
plained and inexplicable reason, he
chooses to fancy at this late day that
one of us will draw back from our
engagement because of the delay. The
bulk of his property, as you have
heard, has been willed to "me on the
specified condition of our marriage."
He paused and drew from his pocket
the small, unmistakable yellow en
i
velope. "And now, the worst of It is,"
he pursued anxiously, "he has but a
few hours to live, and sends this tele
gram at the eleventh hour: 'If you
are not married before the breath
leaves my body at my very bedside
will shall be changed."
Jennie Did you send a poem to thaj
Etheredge pondered a second and girl you were engaged to?
looked up with a daring inspiration in
Jack Yes that was tha trouble.
his eyes. "I have it," he cried. "Sup
Jennie How so?
pose I what if I might rig out in
Jack She discovered that another
on
and
of
some
go
my sisters toggery
fellow wrote it, and she married hlraJ
with you?"
exclaimed Stamford.
"Capital!"
IN THE DEEP
Get ready as soon as you can; we've
precious little time to squander."
Inside 15 minutes Etheredge was
"rigged out" in one of his sisters
smartest gowns, with a great loose
coat to hide his figure. The daintiest
of French togues surmounted his curl
ing, blonde hair.
Together they entered a coupe and
drove rapidly away.
Five minutes brought them to the
Grand Central depot, and just in time
to purchase tickets and board the east- bound train.
A drizzling rain had set in by the
time they reached Springfield, and the
night was pitchy. They were met and
ushered immediately Into the sick
mans' chamber, where a strange
priest, lawyer, and one or two servants as witnesses were already asstolid-visage-

d

j.

sembled.

Half an hour passed, and the darkened sick tcz- - hocame the chamber
"But why is Mr. Lobster so red ot
of death. The newly wedded couple
lingered for a solemn moment, then late? Surely he hasn't been caughfij
silently left the. room to prepare for and boiled?"
"Oh! it'i the same thing. His wifaj
the return journey.
keeps him in hot water."
Katherine Stamford entered the
parlor with some trepidation. EtherOF COURSE NOT
edge was standing beforo an open
window looking out into the street,
but at the sound of her step he
turned and came forward with outstretched hand.
"So good of you to come," she said,
placing her fingers in his; "we have
been waiting and wishing for an opportunity to thank you for the royal
way in which you came to Dick's
assistance."
Etheredge smiled and caught her
other hand In his, crushing them together in both his own. "And how
about you, Kate?" he asked, laugheyes
ing suddenly into the
raised to his.
Katherine turned away swiftly to
hide the burning flood of crimson on
cheek, neck and brow.
"No need to deny it, dearest. Thank
heaven luck was the means of bringing to me what no amouut of pleading could!"
"How did you guess? I thought
"Why, he even Imprinted a kiss upi
I was sure "
on my Hps."
"That that flimsy disguise of yours
"But that kind of printing doesn'
Be- show."
was perfect? Never, with me.
cause I love you, neither wig, nor
clothes, nor the startling resemblance
AWFUL
you bear to your twin brother could
Beavail one iota to deceive me.
sides," he went on, "I happened to
know that old Dick was hundreds of
miles away when that telegram

Lang Willie's Retort
Scotch caddie Is almost certain
to be a shrewd observer of men and
things, and he is frequently gifted
with a sharp tongue.
"Lang Willie" was for many yeara
a
figure on the St. An
drews golf links. On the occasion of
Louis Kossuths visit to St. Andrews,
a public dinner was given in his hon
or, and Willie applied tyr a ticket to
the bailie who was in charge of the
arrangements. The worthy man curtly refused the application, saying to
Willie that it was "no place for the
likes of him to be at the dinner."
"No for the likes of me" was Wil
lie's indignant rejoinder. "I've been
In the company of gentlemen from 11
to 4 o'clock maist days for the last
SO
year, and that's nialr than you can came."
say!" Youth's Companion.
A

PARTICULAR

tell-tal- e

y,

"But Chirley, that marriage was all
a
sham; tie proper parties are to be
Fear Disarmament.
in two weeks. It our canmarried
Worldwide disarmament would not
not
count, you know."
really
embarrass the great Krupp concern
It did, however, for a fortnight
In Germany.
The technical director
later there was a double wedding at
of the corporation says: "It will affect
St.
Paul's.
us little. Persons generally believe
(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.
that the Krupps exist solely ior. the
manufacture of war material, but this
Dog's Elaborate Funeral-Onis erroneous. They forget that we
of the most elaborate funerals
produce about 4,000 tons of steel daily,
dogs
war material being almost a side line. jver held at the celebrated
If a worldwide disarmament was sud- semetery at Molesworth Hunts, Engldenly effected we would proceed much and, has Just taken place. The bod
was inclosed in a coffin of regulation
the same as before."
type, with handles attached, and was
conveyed from London in a motor
Had Not Fair Chance In Life.
Recent statistics as to the life his- :ar. The "deceased" was a fox ter
tory of the inmates of the Elmlra rier, and the Interment was witnessed
(N. Y.) reformatory, the prison to by four persons. Including the lady
which offenders under the age of 25 )wner of the dog. A wreath placed
are sent on their first conviction, show on the grave bore the inscription:
that 60 per cent, of them were raised To my darling little Punch; from his
la orphan asylums.
oving mistress. Kequieseat in pace.'
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"I don't wemember what I ale, bu
had an awful dweam."
"What was it, old chap?"
:;'
"I dweamtnl my valet went
dtUcut lacing my ! ho"."
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tyght automobile Jumps
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o'clock th!s evening.

Hissouri Strawberries California Strawberries
California Blackberries
Table Cherries
California Red Raspberries
Oranges
Pineapples
Bananas
.Table Apples
Grapefruit
Apricots

War Beans

Green Beans

OILrtiUW
We Close at Noon

UI

IN THE CAN

LYE

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" If you weLnt the highest
quality ir canned fruits

H. STEARNS

REPAIRED

aiiss Kuth Conrad instead of Miss
Ruth Condon, as was announced yes
terday, was the winner of the prize
confered at the Normal Thursday
night upon the student making the
best grades in study and deportment.
Miss Conrad is one of Lie best and
most faithful students at the Normal,
and she deserves all the credit for
her success.
Kev. and Mrs. J. S. Moore enter- taned at dinner last night the male
members of the choir of St. Paul's
Memorial Kpiscopal church.

1

2
3

a

SHAFFER

i
IflNS

burner size at
burner size at.:.
burner size at

1

Liiilwin Wm. Ilffilrt

A

1

3

BOM Willi

This make' of clothing is distinguished
among clothes. The man who wears them
shows it and is: proud of it. We make a
special feature of these goods' and consider
it our right to cbminouhly harp on their
good qualities. The' fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.

$2.25
3.25
4.25

PERFECTION
OIL STOVES
2

burner at
burnei at
burner at

$4.85
7.25

1
2

3

quart all metal freezers v
quart all metal freezers
quart all metal freezers

. .

.$1.35

VVe

1.85
2.35

STOUTS

The Rosenthal
OPPOSITE

PUNISHES PACI
BANTAM SEVERELY IN TEN ROUNDS

COAST

$ -- o

Additional Society J

S9

R EROLUX
Hl..

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

"A

fj;

able room about

You can do it at little cost by using the famous

AEROLU2I
Porch Shades, a Seltox Grass Rug and, a few of our low priced
Porch Chairs. Remember, we have the largest line of Porch
Swings and Furniture in the city.

v

J. C, JOHNSEN SON
Home Furnishers"
East Las

Young People Take
A Horseback Ride
Ten happy young people

"Complete

left yes
Albuquerque, N M., May 31. Bat
The International Steieotypers and tling Chico lost to Benny Chavez, whom terday morning at 6 o'clock on horses
ride. Din
Electrotypers Union of America will he previously had knockf d out in two for Watrous on an
ner was tken at Watrous and the
hold its annual convention is Buffalo rounds, by a decision
yesterday after
was much enjoyea. The after
next month.
noon at Traction I park. Chavez had day
effects from the riding today, it is
The Mule Spinners Union of New a long lead.
assumed an opposite attitude
Bedford, Mass., has entered a formal
The Trinidad boy gave the Battler said,
most
and
of the bunch were late to
protest against the proposed cotton a severe lacing. At the close Chico's
breakfast. Those who took the trip
schedule in the tariff bill.
right eyes was closed and hi3 face was were. Miss
Elizabeth Coors, Miss
Ballots cast by the wireless operat- Dadly battered. In the
last round Chella Van
Petten, Miss Ruth Nahm,
ors employed by the Marconi com- Chico tried
repeatedly for a knockout
pany so far as received are almost but Chavez danced out of reach and were Mies Elizabeth Coprs, Miscs
Miss Jessie Evans, Miss
Tooker,
unanimous for demands for higner pecked at the Los
Angeles bantam's Desalx
Mr. Clifford Stewart,
Evans,
to
be
made.
wages
The operators face with stinging lefts.
Mr. Clarence Gerard and Mr. Leroy
are voting at the same time for a
Chico appeared to be over-conLaubach.
strike if the demands are refused by dent
early in the battle. He leaned

Vegas, N. M.

all-da- y

the company.
Iron and steel workers in the organized mills, about 15,000 in nuniDtsr,
gained another increase the other day
of 23 cents a ton and proportionate
advances for those who do not work
on a tonnage basis. This does not
apply to the workers in the steel trust
plants.

j

,

Make your porch
the most comfort

the house.

5150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue.
$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
$1300 will buy nice 5 room frame hoiee on 2 lots well improved

on Eighth street.
$1600 will buy modern frame house 6 rooms,

against the ropes, smiling, with his
hands at his sides waiting for Chavez
to lead. Chavez was wary and
kept
away. The Battler evidently decided
to finish it in the fourth and attempted to land a right cross repeatedly.
The Trinidad youth was too quick,
Chico plainly" was puzzled. That was
the way he finished Chavez before.
The trade unions of New "Xork
The Battler tried his right time and
have more than 525,000 members dis
again, but later shifted to the left
tributed over 2.4G9 locals. During hook.
the past 15 years the gain was equal
Chavez was In better form than
to about 250 per cent. This army of
AJbuquerque ever before saw him. He
workers forms, in a large measure,
the bulk of the intelligent wealth pro. assimilated punishing wallops without
to have tamed
ducers of the state. If they were a wincing and appeared
his wild right considerably since he
unit politically, as they are industrialmet Young Marino.
Chavez also disly, they would be a great power.
He
exchanged
The railway freight hnndlers and played sameness.
with Chico at close ransw
punches
railway clerkB of Salt Lake City,
and usually Chico ran away.
Utah, have formed a union, the organA crowd of nearly 900 witnessed the
ization being one of the largest to be
bout,
given under the ansfies of t!se
organized In that city, The charter
list contains the names of a large Moose lodge, and cheered Chavez reChavez obviously was a fapercentage of the men employed in peatedly.
little money had been
vorite,
although
this class of work and the prospects
are that it will be augmented by placed, probably owing to the outcome
of the Trinidad pride's last meeting
many more within a short time.
A large number of carpenters are with the Battler.
on strike In different cities of the
NOTICE.
country, according to information reThe La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ceived at their headquarters in In- c'iub has leased the La Jara and Tip
aianapoiis. rseany ail the agree
ments of the carpenters and the con- lakes, which are the two northerntractors ended May 1, and on that day most of th group of Kroenlg'a lakes
No
many went out. In some cities there of the Ten Lakes Land company.
Is a difference over wages, In other person will be allowed to hunt or
cities as to hours. In some of the fish upon this property except members or tho club, and all persons gocities the differences have been
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization.
Otherwise they will be arrestV
ed for trespassing..
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
f
AND FISHING CLUB.

rwrmt

.
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2

IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU

TK
I'JVES IftlENT & AGENCY CORPORATION
603 Lincoln Ave.
GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.
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VACANT AND

Mrs. George Kelly Dunlop announces the engagement of her daughter,
Grace Aubrey Dunlop, to Mr. Daniel
Mias Dunlop resides in
T. Hoskins.
Denver.

.7;--

will

lots on Jackson

6 room house, all
improvements, includlots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house,
everything
3 lots, best location on hill.

$3250

ing furnace, on

4

iwwTgfww?'.

2

street.

fi

-
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GREENBERGER

Y. M. C. A.

Wheelers are
Guests of Honor
Tuesday evening at their home Dr.
and Mrs. E. L. Hammond entertained
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Wheeler of Denver, who are visiting in the
city for a few days. Cards afforded
interesting entertainment after which
training, for their battle here. Shaf refreshments were served by the hosfer won yesterday on a decision after tess. Present were: Mr. and Mrs.
A. O. Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs. Pitten-ger- ,
fi',rht rounds of boxing.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Fleming, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Ideu, Mr. and Mrs.
C. D. Boucher, Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
CHAVEZ WINS OVER
Van Petten, Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Mills,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. York, ulr. and Mrs.
CIIICQ DECISIVELY W. J. Lucas, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Schirmer, Mrs. F. L. Meyers and Mrs.
C. H. Gibson.
TRINIADAD BOY
FIC

'

WEEK AT

THIS

The Las Vegas fight fans no doubt
will be pleased to learn that Kid
Shaffer won hia bout at Albuquerque
with Kid Anaya by a large margin.
This means that the fight In Las Vegas on the seventeenth of June, be
tween Kid Shaffer and Louis Newman
will be a good one. Shaffer is 'a
good
performer with the gloves and will
give the light weight
champion
hard fight.
Newman, in' excellent condition,
suouia put up a good battle. In the
Newman-Shaffe- r
bout there is sure to
be great interest
Both
displayed.
boys will be In Las Vegas either the
latter part of next week or the first
part of the week following, to begin

ii'

Carry Them fn

R.EGULAR.S, LONGS

IS GIVEN DECISION OVER KID AN- AYA OF TRINIDAD
IN EIGHT--

ROUND BATTLE

A

They're the true Economy in clothes
and cost just enough to be good as clothes
can be.

8.95

Ice Cream Freezers

EASE

LABOR WORLD NOTES.

o

HART, SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES

Lawn Mowers.

A book

The large number of Las Vegas citi
zens who visited the Masonic ceme
tery yesterday noticed with anterest
the great improvement that has taken
place there during the past few
months. The entire cemetery has been
thorouhly cleaned and all tomb stones
have been straightened, making the
place appear in exce.lent condition

ON

g

Phone Main 379

entitled "The History of
the Eighth Kentucky Infantry Vol
unteers" was found in one of the
city mail boxes yesterday. The owner
may have the book by applying at
the postoffice.

ANOTHER TALK

Gasoline Stoves

has purchased "the
on 317 Grad Avenue
Improvements on the
will move into his
in a short time.

i

THE OLD RELIABLE
I
WAGON

Mowers"

for 50 feet 5 ply guaranteed
Rubber Va inch Hose with nozzle
$1.75 for 50 feet 5 ply guaranteed
Rubber
inch Hose with, nozzle.
$3.50 for 25 feet Wire Wound Rub
ber Hose and nozzle.
4 blade
$.50 for $G.75
$4.50

a.nd

El Porvenlr stage will run daily dur
ing the remainder of the season. Cap
five passengers. Fare $1.00,
acity,
round trip. Phone Main 20.

MIL

Summer Needs

SHARPENED

ine Missouri Valley Bridge and
Iron company has started work on
the building of the bridge at Azul on
the new Mora road, and expects to
have it completed within 60 days.

QUALITY FRUITS"

"TIIE KIND THAT IS NOT

J.

brick residence
and is making
property. He
new residence

Turnips

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

At

W. C. Hurt

Decoration Day

THERE IS NO

Try a dram ol Old Taylor Bour
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

hastern Star ladies will give a ball
June 11 at the armory.
Music by
Mrs. Simison's five piece orchestra.

Tomatoes

Beets

HITS

bon

Lawn

CRYSTAL-BUTTEIS MADE

I

R

FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GR.OCER.

IT

BAKERY GOODS

I

SATISFIES
Co.

CRYSTAL-CREAMER-

,

--

SAPIBOR

Tea and Coffee name
Of Satisfying fame

A

These

famous Teas and

Coffees

are sold in Las Vegas only by

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD COMPANY

la

to-o- f

tee Best of Everyipg EalaMe

THE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE

';

We

.,

Better Milli For a Better Town
a. re

head-

quarters for fresh
and
Fruits In Season

Vegetables

6 o'clock

Pinch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the wMy. of course.
In

Our milk will always stand
Babcock test for cream quality.

the acid test for drugs and the

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
modern
cities.
by
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY DAY

C.D.BOUCHER

.

o'clock in the morning until
in the evening for visitors.

8

,'"

PHONE MAIN 4 and 21

Ring- in

the new correct ones.

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Gorbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

Las Vegas, New Mex
Time
M.
A.
4
and 2 P. M.
Milking

y

